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Holland City News
VOL. XIY.-NO.

HOLLAND,

13.

was
Frost

A Weekly Newspaper published

visited this localitylast

Oay.

Four weeks from to-day

every Saturday.

IjuM?

The warm

LOCAL ITEMS.

Tie Holland City Hews

Work

fliwetanj.

Is

showers of last Thursday

of great benefit to vegetation.

WHOLE

1885.

2,

Hollanders of Grand Rapids will
tablish a “llberil” church, so

Tuesday.

House cleaniug is now in order and
many
of onr citizensare eating dinner in
Memorial

Prof. Townsend gave
hall yesterday afternoon

the wood shed.

,

commenced

hss been

SATURDAY, MAY

MICH.,

a

it is

The

es-

said.

schooner R. Ranters left this port

The Chicago tnd West Mich. R’y

matinee in the

which was mainly

sell tickets from here to

Remember to-night, Saturday, is

new

Dr.

will

Chicago tor $4.00

until further notice.
.....

on the

685.

Muskegon last Wednesday.

for

attended by college students.

NO.

Wb

It is rumored tbst extensiveadditions

..

......

-

arc told that the smallesthair

the Csppon & Bertsch throws a ahadow. And so it does. It
and see him and hear him and laugh.
Leather Company’s tannery thia summer. throws a shadow over your appetite when
ComaluloaKrelui
Wheat looks well in this section and
you find it in your victuals. The Michigan Tradaman, of Grand Our old townsman and friend, John
T>fiACH, W. H. Commission Merchant, and the prospects for a good crop are very enThe telegraph system of the Chicago
X> dealer In Grain, Floor and Prodnce. H
'lapids, has donned a new dreas and ap- Dnursema, now o! Fremont, was in the
raging.
market price paid for wheat. Office In
and West Michigan R’y, which baa been
etore,corner Blghtb and Flah streets.
pears brighter and more entertaining than city this week shaking hands with his
heretofore independent,baa come under
Bomb of our young men have taken to ever.
many aqusintances.
Smfi ttl MtdleiaN.
the control of the Western Union Telehe “wheel0 and several very floe bicycles
T'VOBSBUBG. J. 0. Dealer In Drags and Medr ktre propelled through our streets. /
The season for catching bass has argraph
Company.
ir- /l
Three of the saloons ot this city have
Townsend's closing entertainment.Go •re

skating rink at the Park.

U

rived and our local sports are daily tryl

As the spring trade has opened our mer-

TTAN PUTTEN, Wm.,

V

their luck

made

to

out license for the ensuing year. This
will leave five saloons in the city.

Van Putten &

which delayed the train nearly two hours

Monday and Tuesday of

Id reaching this station.

heavy
Vf EYER, BROUWER A 00., Dealers In all
IVJL kinds of Pnrnltare, Curtains, Wall Paper

man

then move out of the county without pay-

The News

fall of

this

week a

steamers 8. B. Barker and

will fit out the

Waubuu and

prepare for the season’s

work.
List of

snow was experiencedin the

letters

__

remaining in the post

own

__

postage.

Keller & Allen,
have establishedan

veterinary surgeons,
office

in

thia city lu

the building next to that recently occupied

a busy nothern part of Michigan. In some office at Holland, Mich., April 80, 1680:
song now-a-daysand we have received a places it fell to the depth of eighteen drs. 0. H. Finn, H; Louis, Eber Myers,
Carpets, Coffins,Picture Frames, etc.; River Ht.
large stock of printing paper. Good work inches.
Swan Norstron, Miss Netle Olds, Cornells
Osaml Sulsri.
is done at reasonable prices.
Plumb and Miss Qua Scrmieger.
'ITAN PUTTEN, G. A SONS, GeneralDealers In
Wm. Verbeek, P. M.
T Dry Goods, Groceries, Crockery,Hats and Rev. B. Smits, of Stone Ridge, N. Yl Conductor Ed. Fay of the passenger
Capa, Floor, Provisions,etc. River street.
train running between Muskegon and Big
a graduateof Hope College Is visiting ii Rapids was in this city last Monday visitLast Monday was General Grant’s birthHotels,
this city. Mr. Smits will preach in Hoi
ing his family. Ed. looks well and says day. The General is sixty-threeyears old.
/'UTY HOTEL, Williams Bros., Proprietors. Church to-morrow, both morning ai
The day was universally observed
that he likes his new “run.”
\J The only flrst^lasshotel in the city. la lo*
catcd In the huslness center of the town and has
one of the largest and best sample rooms In the
state. Free has In connection with the hotel.

pure gall commend us to a

will take a paper on credit for years,

Co., of the Holland

Last Saturday night the express train manufacture of shingles and sell them
from Grand Rapids met with an accident cheap. See new advertisement.

rnnltnra.

For
who

Capt. Brower and John Doesburg left ing and request the publisherto contioue
butter tub factory, have commenced the for Ashland, Wis., Iasi Monday. They Bending the paper on time and pay bla
J.

Dealer in Droga, Medl- ment.

Iness.

business and will not take

disi
iscontinued

and meet with bnt limited suc-

chants should recalled that an advertise- cess as yet.
ment In the News Is a profitable invest-

clnea, Painta, Oils, etc. Proprietor of Dr. W.
Van den Serge’s Family Medicines. Hirer Street.

be

'

clnea, Painta and 011a, Broahea, Ac. Phyalclana preacrlptlonscarefnllypot op. Eighth Hu

Perfameries. Rlrer street.

to

presses are singing

by D.

Meengs

R.

as a drag

store. These

gentlemen will professionallytreat

all dis-

eases of horses or cattle. They have a
pedal Notice in

this

Recently a new
to effect

R’y.

issue. Read

it.

went

freight rate

In-

upon the Chicago & West Mich.

It provides for the following

named

points the prices slated for transportation

and from Chicago: Grand Rapids,
Grand
Haven, Holland,* Muskegon, Allcsome places commem-

throughoutthe United States by the flying

evening.

is conducive to good of flags, and was in
Townsend will certainly leave orated with appropriate exercise^. In an, Benton Harbor, 8t. Joseph and FerpHCENIX HOTEL. Ju. Ryder, proprietor.
rysburg; first class, 25 cents; second, 20
IT Located near the C. A W. M. K’y depot, haa past week have bnd a marvelous effect on eur people In a much healthier condition Holland City nothing was done.
good facilities lor the traveling public,and ita the grass. Where all was yellow and sere
cents; third, 15 cents; fourth, 12% cents;
than when he came. His audiences are
tabletsunsurpassed. Free hack for accommoGeo. H. Souter will m&ke his deliver- ftb, 10 cents; sixth, 10 coots; grain, 8
now the earth is covered with fresh green kept laughing almost constantly during
dation of guests.

If hearty laughter

The

OCOTT’S HOTEL.

W.

Bcott, proprietor.
This hotel Is located on the corner ot Ninth
and Fish streets, Terms, tl. 80 per day. Good so
commodations can always be relied ou.

O

rains

and cloudy weather of the

»

heslth, Dr.

grass that is growing rapidly.

Livery ad Sals Stablei.

follows: at East Saugatuck,Saturday, May
Mr. M. Harrington who lives on a 2; Holland, Monday and Tuesday, May
Hotel which they very fine fruit farm about a mils and a
4 and 5; Saugatuck, Tuesday, May 5; and

William Swift and
ssion of Scott’s

half south of the city, is coutemplatiug

Swift intends

, jgOONE, B.^LWep and Sale Stable. Office a^, horoughly renovate the Hotel and wll
put

it

in

first

class

TTAVBR&ATB, G. J., Livery and Boarding' Landlord Swift

Ji

Stable. Fine rigs and good horeea can always be relied on. On Fish street, near bcott’s
hotel.

VTIBBELINK, J.

v

1

N

H., Livery and Hale Stable;
inth street, near Market.
Xmfletorlis, MUli, Shops, Itc.

PAUELS, VAN FUTTBN

A CO., Proprietors
Plngcer Mills. Manufacturers
of new Process Flour, Near foot of Eighth street.

A

of

Owed

wife have taken

run hereafter.Air.

ill

ies of fruit trees, vines, shrubs, etc., as cents; lumber. IQ-cents.

the exhibitions.

.....

moving

condltioo. We wish

success.

to sell

to the

southern states and desires

his property. Next week he wil

advertise it for sale in the

%

News.

at Zeeland, Wednesday, May 6. Mr.
Souter requeststhat
trees from

him

be

all

having ordered

ou baud promptly

the cold

Our

receive them.

merchants and business men gen-

Among

more plenty.

s

the notable events that are to

announced next week.

A new

good

taste in selectingthe shades

of paint Enter sprlngl

Mich. R’y will be built just east of

depot. The tank will be sixteen feet

pREYMAN, OTTO, Watchmaker.

X>

diameter. It is

Jeweler,and

three stand pipes from

to

run out

this tank

through

_

Dr. Townsend,
menced

a series of

tbe mesmerist, com-

entertainmentshere on

Thursday evening which are the most
amusing of anything we have had this
season. They are< the first exhibitions of
mesmerism ever given in this city. Tbe
Doctor seems
art,

Mb. M. E.

water tank for the Chicago

the purpose of the company

Watchsi a ad Jsvilry.

is

The season for beautifyingyour homes the attic; trot out the long-housedrheumabe a lecture and premises has arrived. There is noth tic, thrill him with the touch ecstatic, the
ubilant at trade prospects. Already a by Belva Lockwood the noted Washington log that adds so much to the appearance reviving breath of spring; odors of the
great improvementis manifest and the lawyer, and candidatefor President of the of a city as the neat and tastily painted mid-Atlantic, tbe sweet south wind that
sales are largely in excess of those of last United States at last election.The exact residence,and as the time for painting
balmy brings healing on Its purple wings.
spring during the past month and money date and subject of her lecture will be has arrived,everyone should exercise Let the joy bells gaily ring. Exit winter!

tiigh and thirty feet in

Ledeboer.

their luster,

erally are in excellent spirits, yea, almost occur in this city soon is to

West

at

bluster find the

winter, the erratic; lift the coal atove to

E.. Physician and Burgeon. Office
residence on the corner of River and
the
Eleventh atreets, formerly occupied by the late Dr.

X

worn

and the bully frogs to croak. Gone

Bill boards have been erected in var- and at the same time get the best and
The building to be erected by Mr. T.
meats and
purest article. The celebratedPioneer
Ninth Streets.
£eppel on the corner of Eighth and Cedar ious parts of the city this week, for the
paints are msnufactured from the best o
streets is being pushed to an early comple- purpose of announcing the advent to our
Phyildui.
city of W. W. Cole’s new colossal shows, chemicalsand are sold at the lowest fig"DEBT, R. B., Physicianand Surgeon, can be tion and tho work on the foundation is
JD found In bis office In First Ward Drug Store, nearly finished.We should judge that consistingof circus, menagerie, royal ures. These paints are to be had at the
on Eighth street.
drug store of Dr. Wm. Van Putten and he
the building iato be a handsome dsuble theater and art academy. This show will
guarantees them. Next week he will have
ITREMERS, B.., Physician and Surgeon. Res- store. We hope it is.
reach this city at an early day.
Idence on Twelfth street, cor. of Market St.
several special notices In the News in

TTATBS, O.

well

to muster, crocusesto bloom

and cluster,daffodilsto show

to

, dealearIn Farm implemachinery. Cor. River and

Office at the drug etore of Kremers A Bangs.. Office hours from II a. m. to IS m.,and from 5 to 6 p.m

winds cease to

flies begin

__

1

Lay aside the

ulster and tbe seal and fur-linedcloak, for

YTAN KAALTE, B

V

to spring:

to be a perfect master of the

and gives a great variety of very

satis-

Lewis, of Orange City, which the merits of these paints will be
factory and highly amusing experiments
Iowa, was here this week endeavoringto speciallyset forth. Be sure and look for
with people selected from tbe audience,
induce all farmers who intend changing them.
keeping all in a roar of laughter. The
their location to go to Rooks county, KanMrssrs. J. K. V. Agnew, General Su- engagement with Dr. Townsend at the
sas. He has some very fine land In this
perintendent,J. H. Carpenter, Genera Lyceum Opera House here was tor two
county and offers it for sale at a very reaPassenger Agent, and Mr. H. Clark, o nights, but Saturdsy being an open date

Market the yard which will save considerable sonable price per acre and ou easy terms.
he hss consented to remain and gives
the General Office, all of the Chicago an<
abor in serving the engines with w^g^
closing entertainmenton that evening at
Mr.
M.
W.
Pbins,
of Chicago, was in West Mich. R’y, were in this city las
TX7YKHUYSEN. H., dealer In Watches,Clocks,
V
Jewelry and Spectacles,cor. Ninth and CeThe next meeting of the Holland Fruit- town last Saturday making arrangements Tuesday. At the invitationof the Maca- same prices.

dealer In fancy goods. Corner of
and Eighth streets.

V

dar streets.

growers' Associationwill be held
office

focietiw.

city

in the

for running an excursion to Olivia, Minn., tawa Park Associationand tbe owners o

of Mr. A. Vlsscher, Esq., in this starting from

on Saturday, May

0, at 2 o’clock p.

m. The

this city

Monday, May 11. the steamer Macatawa the gentlemen, sc

fare for the round trip will be $17.

Papers of interest will be read, pro and For any person desiring to secure

a

companled by some of onr citizens, visitei
cheap the Park. The weather was cold and the

z. o. of o. r.
con, upon the subject of the profit in farm io a fertile country this excursion
Holland City Lodge, No. Itt, Independent raising small fruits In this vicinity.A fords a splendid opportunity.
Order of Odd Fellows, holds Us regular meetings
Odd Fellow’s Hall, Holland, Mich., on Tuesday
eveningof eaeh week.
Vlaiung brother* are cordiallyInvited.
A. J. Clark, N. G.
W. Ziih, R. B.

at

af-

good attendance should be present at this

Masons from Hamilton, Douglas and
a Grand Lodge of Inmost general discussion.
•truction held in this city by Grand LectDonayin's Tennesseeans gave one of urer G. W. Robertson on last Tuesday
r. * a. x.
their pleasing entertainmentsat Lyceum afternoon and evening. The members of
A Regular Communicationof Unitt Lodoi
No. .191, F. A A. M., will be held at Maeonlc Hal
Hall on last Monday evening. The hall Unity Lodge of this city exerted themHolland, Mich., at 7 o’clock, on Wednesday
evenings, Jan. ‘-3, Feb. K, March 95, April 81, waa well filled with an attentive and ap- selves to entertain the guests in as hotMar *7, June 24, Julv 22. Aug. 19, Bept. 28, Oct. 2
Nov. IB. Dec. 10. St. JotuM days Jane 24, and
Dec. 87.
0.

D. L.

Bumuv, W. M.

Botd.&cV

Out

meeting as the subject is one worthy of a

Saugatuck attended

parently well pleased audience. The pro- pliable a manner as possible, which they

Produce, Eto.
(WH0LS8ALB.)

meet with well

The Tennesseeansalways

sold bla
were very severe, atRlYhft gentlemen did farm to Matthew Scott, and having dianot flinch tnd they stood and took in the poped of most of hjs personal property,
beautiful scenery along the banka of the tblnks ot emigrating to California....
Bay with evident pleasure. They ex- James Reeves sold out and went to Virginia about a month ago, bnt as I prepressed themselves as charmed with the
dicted last winter, tbe desire to migrate
beautiful body of water and ita pictur- southward,haa, with the advent of warn
esquely wooded babkft On arriving at weather, considerably abated. . .Clapper’s
the Park they my* shown ever the church has been occupied by two members of the SalvationArmy dnrlog the
grounds and through some of the cottages, last week. Any person paarttre tbe
.

__

and pronounced as very enticingto snm-

has been a new tannery built in

lord Scott, of the Park Grove Hetel, the

manner.

_

Wb have received

several requests this this city within the last

few weeks, and

entire party took dinner

and

enjoyed hit

week to announce the date of the usual very few of onr citizenshave, as yet, hospitality. Every one of tbe party were
and detestible“market days" that have learned of it. It is the duty 6t the editor hungry and did justice to the ample rebeen instead of good to this community of a local newspaper to keep its readers past. The gentlemen visited the park to

The only

interest informed on all matters of this

kind and make arrangementsfor

tbe coming season

and we are informed that about the

last
felt in these days is by those who desire we have always tried to do it, but this
svraiL.
of
May
the
road
will
add
excursion
Apples. 60c; Beans, $1.16; Batter, 15c; to convert the day into one of dissipation tannery got the best of us. Mr. James
Eggs, 19c; Honey, 16c; Onions, 80c; Potatoes, 40c and carousing. There are no legitimate Huntley and a practical tanner have been coaches to the train which leaves Grand
sales of stock or property,

and no exhibl

engaged In building this institution for Rapids

(WHOUUALl.)

lions of blooded bones, cattle,or articles some time. It Is located in and Is a part of
(OorrecUdentry Friday by W. B. Beach.)
of the fanner’s handiwork are made. Peo- the planing mill on River street owned
Buckwheat, 40c; Bran, f 100 Ms., 80c; Barley
ple simply collect in our business thor- by Mr. Huntley. These gentlemen have

oughfares, block travel and get tipsy.

We

added

all the requisitemachinery

and are

at

0:15

a.

m. returning on either

the trains which leave this city at 5:15 or.
10:15 p.

m. The

authorities of the road

intend to do all they can to

wa Park

tbe moet popular

make Macatasummer resort

any manafactnrlhf Brazilian raw bide, lace in Western Michigan and they will do it.
more market daya in this section and if leather, and belting. Their first lot tf Photographer Bargees accompaniedthe
the people will forego the little pleasure work was finished on yesterday and is party, bnt owing to tbe high wind
there is in attending “markets” nntil next sold. This enterprise,so far, la an exper- prevailed wm only able to get one
the Park and
fall, we assure them that (ha Fair wiU be a iment and if there can be a profit made on

desire to discourage the bolding of

mm

we

healthy

aid

which

ehould be the pride of the far-

•Ml

i&iis
.

it

profitable rebeUtute,

more extensively.There is a

We’ll roll it over bltn;
Bat don't leg on behind.
Cno. We an lick the Devil,

mer visitors. At the Invitation of Land-

filled houses in this city.

(CorrtcUientry Friday by E. J. Barrington.)
Applet, 60c; Beans, 80c, 11.00; Batter. 12, 18c;
Ejis, 10c; Honey, »c; Onions, 50c; Potatoes, a most tainted curse.

Grain, feed, Etc.

the bill top*, looks

.Norman Oochran hag

r

There

,

Winter grain except on
well. ..

and as an appetizer, took a race down old church la*iinday evening abotit 8> m.
gram of music rendered was similar to succeededin doing. Mr. Robertson is a
"
“baldhead." Tbe white land, the Lake, would have heard the following
Roll, roll tbe old chariot elong, **
that given by this company on Us previ- very pleasant and genial gentleman and
and the beautiful hills were all inspected
Boll, roll tho old chariot along,
ous visits to our city and gave as good sat- informa the craft in an easy and natural
If tbe Devil get* In the war.
isfaction as ever.

patfefte.

bleak winds as they esme off the water

Lake Shore.
Vegetation starts slowly owing to the
large mass of floatingice in Lake Michigan. Avery few cats have been ijwn.

Sang to tbe liSia^nd^fTji^un^^
accompanied by the rattle and Jingle of
two tambonrloef. To a person not accustomed to that mode of worship It sounded
rather odd. One of the soldiers, they were
b<Hb ladies, wore the Insignia of a major,
the other waa probablya private, and although neither of them exhibited any
great ability as exhorters, they were both
proficientin the art of belting a tambourine. It is doubtful whether any great or
permanent good can be accomplished by
suen proceedings. It reminds tbe writer

orado,

who would

persist In

p

ings are being held, societies organized,
funds secured to test the validity of
Government’sposition
itionin
in the courts. In the
whole district in dii
dispute,
Isput^iit is claimed, there
are but 900 Indians,
B, while
while the number of
settlers it placed at
at 6,
6,C
000.... The story
co*ne« from St Louis that William D. Winter, an officer of the Bank of Commerce,
and Bernard P. Bogy, Secretary of the wir?
company, settled a personalmatter by a
ring-fight in a Sam in Pine street The police appeared on the fourth round.
.

fifS

$

HOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.

THE NEWS CONDENSED.
THE STRICKEN SOLDIER.

An Omaha dispatch

Gen. Grant’* Obstinate Battle
with Death.
Gen. Grant slept uninterruptedly
through the
night of April 31, and was reported as apparently gaining in strength. The swelling at the
base of his tongne still exiited. He was driven
through Central Park daring the day. A New
York telegram says: There are still rumors in
certain circles that Gen. Grant's disease has
been misrepresented.These rumors
increasing, and tnls morning the Sun said editorially that the hemorrhage was caused by a sore
which has now disappeared;that he has not had
eanoer; that his doctors now admit It. and that
Dr*. Dour las and Shrady have got a good leal
of free advertising and are sharp fellowa.

an

reports that “near

Trenton. HitchcockCounty, in the western
part of Nebraska, a fatal fight occurred be-

Haines was given leave of absence for a
ADDITIONAL NEWS*
S.
week to visit the Exposition, and pei mission was also granted that he take a select
Three suits for libel have been begun
committee with
in the CircuitCourt, at Chicago, by Mayor Celebrating the Sixty-third AnniverIgnatius Donnelut, in a card pubHiirrison, the damages asked for aggregat
B&ryof the Great Commander’s
lished in Washington regarding the Miuneing $800,000. The Mayor demands $209, •
sota plan of securing Federal offices, deBirth.
000 from the treasury of the Inter Ocean,
clares himself able to prove that P. H. Keln similar amount from the pocket of Edwin
ly has for years labored to prevent the
Loo Brown, and $400,000 from the joint
Gen. U. S. Grant was sixty-three year®
election of Democratic Congressmen from resources of the two. The suits are based
Minnesota ____ It is rumored that at tho on renurkaaliegedto have" been madTby ! old on Monday. 27th of April, and the.
commencementof the fiscal year the posi- Mr. Brown in a campaign speech and anniversary of his birth was celebrated in
tion of Public Printer will be given to expublished by the Inter Ocean, in i many cities and informally observed
Congressman Rogers, of Buffalo.
which he is said to have referred | throughout the connby. Flags were disConsul-General James M. Morgan, to the Mayor as “a thief and a participantin | plaved, and cannon boomed os when tho
of South Carolina, cleared bis skirts of the the fruits of the crimes of thieves.
people celebratedhis great victories during
A foot-raceof 125 yards for $1,000 and the
suspicion of Blnineism and has started for
American championship was contested at
Melbourne with the full indorsement of Cincinnati,H. M. Johnson, of New York,
Secretary Bayard. .. .Ex-Gov. W. D. Bloxdefeating George Smith, of Pittsburg,by
h&m, of Florida,declinesthe Bolivian six feet. Winner’s time 11 3-5 seconds,

ULYSSES

him.

tween some cowboys and settlers, resulting
in the death of four settlers. There has
been considerable ill-feeling between cowboys and settlers for some time, owing
to tbe fact that settlershave dared to take
up homesteads on cattle ranches. On
Thursday a difficulty arose between a set- mission.
tler and a cowboy, which resulted in the
former discharging his rifle at the latter,
but without effect The cowboy then, with

some companions,returned and shot

to

The

\

.

the best on record. . .T. C. Campbell, tbe
criminal lawyer, of Cincinnati, has been
acquitted of the charge of giving money to
a juror in the Berner murder trial.
.

GENERAI*

first battle

between Gen. Middle-

death four farmers. The funeral of C. ton’s forces and the Northwesternlebels
Arthur Preller, the murdered Englishman, occurred near Bntoihe Crossing on the 24th
A continued improvement in Gen. Grant’s was held in St. Lonis. the* remains being
rrkdispat
condition was noted in the New Yor^
dispatches
placed in n vault in Beliofontaine Cem- of April. There was fighting off and on
of April 33. His three physiciansheld a eonall day. Tbe Canadians lost seven men
eultation and examined his throat, which they etery.
found to be much better than when last seen.
The heavy snow-storm in Wyoming last killed and a large number wounded. The
The General drove out in his carriage, and
loss of the rebels, who fought Indian
later walked a block or two, returning not week insures a fine yield of grass. The fashion, partially concealed, is not known.
in the least fatigued.A gentleman, just arrived from England, presented the General loss of cattle by the storms of the winter is From the meager and disconnectedacwith a card, upon which Premier Gladstone estimated at from 3 to 5 per cent, taking counts telegraphedfrom several points in
had written his sympathies and good wishes the Territory ns a whole ____ An order was tho British territory we glean the followfor him. A Chattanoogadispatch reports that a
movementis on foot in that city to tender Gen. issued stopping work at the Wabash shops
TheenRageracntwaaofshort duration. Tho
Grant the free u«e during his convalescence of s at Moberly, Mo., for three days. The men
private hotel on Lookout Mountain,in sight of took this to mean a violation of their con- pickets of tho insurgents and of Middleton's
troops ilrst h td au encounter. The Scotch comthe battle-fieldsof Chickamauga,Mission Ridge,
tract, by which the recent strike was set- pany of the Ninth, commanded by Capt Clarke,
Lookont Mountain,and Chattanooga.
tled, and accordingly all tho employes con- being the nearest, was the first to fire and to re"Gen. Grant expresses himselfas feeling bet*
ceive a volley from the rebels, who numbered
nected with the road at that point quit
about a hundred. Capt Clarke was first to fall,
ter and strongerthaa at any time since the
work, whicli resulted in business coming badly wounded. Then Corporal M&clin
favorablesymptoms began to appear,” says a
to n standstill ____ About 500 miners from dropped dead, killed by a bullet PrivateFerNew York dispatchof April 2i. "The General,
Lemont, HI., made an attack on the quar- cruson was the next to fail, and quite a number
bis wife, Mrs. P. D. Grant, and Mrs. Sartoris
were badly wounded. Two minutes after Gen.
ries
at Joliet, and drove off all hands workwent for a drive yesterday. Afterward the disMiddleton rode up. His cap was pierced by a
tinguishedpatient took a short walk. He gave ing there.
bullet from a ride in the hands of a sharpan artist a sittingfor a bust. On being weighed,
shooter. Capt Wise, whose horse was shot
the General found he had lost twenty-one
from under him. was badly injured in falling.
ppunds in the past throe months. His weight
The business failures occurring throughwas 141 pounds. There were a number of callers during the day, includingSenator Leland
The veterans of the Texan army of 1836 out the country during the week numbered
Stanford and ex-SpeakerKclfer."
met at Sherman on the 21st inst., and cele- for the United States 215,, and for Canada
New York dispatcho* of the morning of April
brated
the anniversary of the battle of San 25, or a tolal of 240, as against a total of
24 reported Gen. Grant as having passed a comJacinto.
Davy Crockett's famous bowie- 222 the week previous. More than twofortable day, but a somewhat restlessnight The
usual airing in the park was taken. It is likely knife was exhibitedby Robert Wheat. thirds of tho failures in the United States
that the Generaland his family will spend the
Among the noted characters present was were furnished by the Southern, Western,
month of July at or near Saratoga, and Angust Mr. Phillips, of Brazoria, who raised the and Pacific States.... A letter from San
in the Catskills. Mr. Drexel has offered them
Pedro Suln, Honduras, states that the death
his cottage at McGregor, and they may oocnpy first Lone Star flag on (he Rio Grande.
It In inly.
A Vicksburg (Miss.) dispatch reports of Gen. Barrios has crushed forever the
Gen. Grant’s health continue* to Improve that a number of lives were lost in the hopes of the Union Liberalsin Central
America, and politicaland social regenrapidly,“ is the languageof the bulletinsent out
on the morning of April 27. "The four doctors conflagration in that city. Six bodies had eration in that section has ceased. Many
In the case held a consultation, and found less
been recovered, and *it was believed from of Barrios' followtrs still think he is
IrritationIn the throat and a better condition of
the system generally. In regard to the'cancer fifteen to twenty others were still in the alive. It is also said that Barrios relied on
the friendship and assistanceof Gem Salthe doctors had not expectedmuch change,and ruins.
were-'consequentlypreparedto find It about as
At
New
Orleans, Mrs. Amelia Evans, a diva, of Salvador, to aid him in carrying out
It had been.* They parted with the understandhis plans for a Central American’ Union,
ing that they would meet again in a week un- clairvoyant,the wife of a policeman, and
but the Litter forsook the ambition* schemer
less sooner summoned. The electric light agent
who gave oat some' startling statements about Casper Wenger, an unmarried man, were at the critical monient . .Lieut. Jouett, of
the cancer was not allowed to see the General,
foaud dead in bed together, with the Tenth Cavalry, son of Rear Admiral
and his machine was not used. Arrangements
bnllet-holes
in their heads. The wom- Jouett, who commands the North Atlantic
have been made to transfer the General and his
family to Saratoga during the latter part of an’s husband is in prison under suspi- Squadron, is to be dismissed the servico
June. Joseph W. Drexel having tendered the cion (hat, entering bis house he found the because of irregularities in (be accounts of
use of his cottage."
guilty pair under the circumstances above the post where ho hhd charge.
mentioned, and killea them. . .Miss ConAn unfavorable display is still made by

_
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Cable dispatches of the 28th ult report
a fresh battle had occuned ou the

that

Afghan

'

.

between the Russians and

frontier,

Afghans, in which the former were defeated and retired, having met with a heavy
loss. Of 1,700 Russianswho engaged the
Afghans, nearly all were killed.
Premier Gladstone informed the House of
Commons that Capt Stephens, of the Afghan
Boundary Commission, was on the way to
London with maps of the disputed territory anil a detailed account of the affair at

-

Penjdeh; and that Sir Peter Lumsden
tli forward to Earl Granville a statement
would
of tho present situation. The BritishGovernment claims to hove information that
Bismarck has been urging Turkey to side
with Russia in the event of war.
The
House of Commons, without discussion,
as suggestedby Mr. Gladstone, voted the
credit of $55,030,1)00asked by the Govern-

-

ment
Admiral Jouett and Commander Me*

THE SOUTH.

:

Calla have informed the Navy Department
that the American forces were withdrawn

from Panama because of promisesmade by
the rebel, Aizpura, that he would not interfere with American interestsin that city,
and that he would not erect barricades iu
the streets. The American troops were
marched a short distmee from the city to
the Panama Railroad Company's property. the war, or when they gatherediu greatA Panama dispatch of tbe 2bth ult. says: crowds to welcome him on his return from
The city is quiet. The moral effect of the his trip around the world. v Thousands of
occupation bv the American fore -s h m been congratulatory messages were sent to th&
old commander, and his name was on all
v§ry great Not a shot has been fired since.
The peach crop of Delaware will be lips. The event was quietly observed byuhusually large unless some unexpected the familv of the stricken General at their

-

home

disaster occurs.

Over

two million ir ackerd were recent-

one day a hundred mi es off
Btrnegat,and fine samples so.*d in New
ly caught in

York for $1 a wagcn-load.or five cents a
dozen ____ Durin; a tire at Pittsburg, a
building fell, killing four persons, and injuring a number of others slightly.
The

foreman of the

trial of Dickson, the

.

THE EAST.

stance Edgar, stepdaughterof Jerome
Bonaparte, and great-granddaughterof
The itetmer City of Mexico was seized, Daniel Webster, assumed the veil of the
and her captain,John O’Brien, arrested,at religious Order of the Visitation at BaltiNew York, on a charge of supplyingwar more, Archbishop Gibbons officiating.
A dispatch from Vicksburg says the
monitionsto the insurgents in the United
States of Colombia. The vessel was char- people of that city, to the number of 2, 0U0,
tered in March for lumber, but in reality followed to the cemetery the remains of
took ont a cargo of firearms ____ An incenthirty- two victims of the recent fire.
diary fire destroyedthirteen buildings at
Thirty- seven people are known to have
Sharpsburg, Pa., renderingsixty persons
lost their lives by this disaster,only bare
homeless, and causing a loss of $60,000.

mention of which has been made in the
York, has telegraphic columns of the daily press.
entered suit in the United States Court

Eben M. Boynton, of New

against Hussey, Howe

&

WASHOGTOX.

Co., steel manu-

contract

for steel

plates which
contracted for because
the price on steel had advanced several
cents before the date of filling the same.
The suit which involves $600,000,will
coma up for trial May II. The Hon. Benjamin F. Bntler. has been secured to take
care of the plaintiff’s interests. .. .George
Smithy, of Pittsburgh, a young married
man, died from overexeitioncaused by roll-

had been

er-skating.

William G. Carr, a son of the SecreNew York, was shot in the

lary of State of

stomach in an altercation at Troy by Co’onel

ure that he has

power to order the slaughter
out quarantine

of infected cattle and carry

measures.

The Secretary of tho Treasury has received from tho Union Pacific Railroad
Company $916,704, of which $633,541 is
to be applied to the sinking-fundaccount
wid $28 {,163 to the bond and interest account, in accordancewith the awards made
by the Court of Claims ____ A. U. Wyman,
Treasurer of the United States, has resigned his position,to the regret of Secretary Manning, to become Vico President of
an Omaha bank. C. N. Jordan, formerly
a bank canhier in Now York, will take tho

Joseph Egolf, a one-armed veteran. The
affair grew ont of newspaper attacks on
vacancy.
Secretary Carr. . .Isaac W. England, pnbSecretary Manning desires to transfer
lisher of the New York Sun, has passed
away, after a life of stern devotion to duty. $3.‘>,OAO,000 in gold coin from San FrancisHe was city editor of the Tribune under co to New York, for which purpose ConHorace Greeley, and was associated with
gress appropriated $100,000. The express
Mr. Dona in a journalisticenterprise in
companiesask $3.25 por $1,000 for carryChicago.
ing the treasure, but the Pacific Moil
Steamship Company made a much lower
THE
bid
The silk undervaluationsreport
now under considerationby the authorities
Chicago telegram: I he recent rains
at Washington is a voluminous document.
have extended all over the Northwest and It fully sustains the charges made from
have great'y facilitated seeding. In West- time to time by Chicago importers, and sets
ern and Southern Dakota the ground has forth that the fronds have been of frequent
been very dry, but reports from these sec- occurrence and immense proportions.
tions now say there is plenty of moisture
President Cleveland has refused to
and that seeding is being rushed. In exercise the power of 0teoitive clemency
.

WEST.

tempted bribery,resultedin a verdict of not
the last week showing a decrease of 30,3
guilty. Iramediatelv after his acquittalMr.
per cent, as compared with the correspond- Dicksc
ickson entered a suit against ex- Attorney
ing seven days of 1884. The slow business General Brewster for libel, laying his damwas chieflyin New York, the decrease out- ages at $50,000, and has ug his cause on the
side of that city being but 5.8 per cent alleged statement b; tha defendantthit he
Chicago clearingswere 5.1 per coat, greater “sold the iriar of tho star-routepeop.e.
than for the wimo week last year.
The plan for the reorganizatonof the NickNew York taieirrams of tha mornlmr of April
el Plate Rood includes a new guaranteed 4 28 reported Gen. Grant a* still on the mend.
per cent, mortgage bond to take up the out- His sixty-third birthday, th* 27th, was one of
standing
first- mortgagebonds and
.
Sipressing the best he has passed since bis illnessbegan.
Durtntf tbe day he took a drive in Oin ral i-ark,
claims, and the issue of 6 per cent, income and also walked out. To ho thonsaml* of coubonds to s tile other obligations. It be- aratulnti ns ho received,the old soldier sent
comes clearly evident that the Lake Shore the followinganswer through the Associated
intends to retain its hold on the property. . Press: “To the various army posts, societies,
cities, public schools. States, corporations, and
Recent repoits from the scene of Friday’s individuals. North and i-ouih, who have licen so
skirmish in Manitoba indicate that the kind as to send mo conaramlatons on ray sixtroops were eo roughly handled as to cause ty-third birthday,I wish to ofTer my aratetnl
The dispatches have been
grave doubts of tho ability of raw volunteers acknowledgments.
so numerous, and so touching In tone, that it
to cope with the hardy sharpshooters of would have been imposaib!eto answer tiiem, if
the frontier.Official dispatches from the I had bo’n in perfect hoal.h. 0. 8. Grant."
Northwest begin to have the true Soudanese In the evening thousands passed by the resi.

.....

.

~

i

.

dence, which was brilliantlylighted, and birthday cuds by the basketful, and to wen more
than sufficientto stock a florist's shoi), were receved dnrinr the dap. The family en'oyed a
reunion dinner, tho trfble being lighted by
sixty-three wax-candles. The General's birthday was commemorated by ea ntos and the
hoistingof lings in various cities, and In some
of the cities the celebrationsassumed the lorn
of public meetings,at which eulogies npon the
life and services of the illustrious soldier were
delivered by emin' nt men.
Senator Stanford

tone.

FOBEIGX.

M. Barrere, French Charge d’ Affaires at
has been instructed to suspend all
officialrelationswith Egypt, and to make
the dec’arutionthat Franco declines to
—
sanction the Egyptian financial convention, attributesthe improvement in Gen. Grants
and reserves to herself complete libeity of cancerous afflictionto the use of clover tea.
action. This step is regarded ns evidence which was suggested by a large number of
that there is nn understanding be- letter-writers.
tween F'rance and Russia. It is
Cairo,

stated that E^ypt

now

offers

—

,

.

.

I_

.

T

i

POUmCAI.

THE MARKETS.

to

compromise the dispute with France concerning the seizure and suppression of the
liosphore-Egyptienby making an apology
and by admitting that her official* violated
the rights of domicile of the publishers—
the apology, however, to contain “no allu-

,

m

‘

.

sion to the seizure of the BoHphorr-Egyp(ten.". .. .Bomb of the greatest landholders in England met the other day and resolved to form a company to buy land at
wholesaleand sell it in lots not to exceed forty acres, in order to break up the
large parcel system.... The fast steamship
Alaska, of the Guion Line, has been chartered by the British Government, and will
be refitted for cruising purposesin cose
Southern Minnesota there has been no oom
in regard to the senten^ nf Gen. D. G. war is declared ____ The brief speech of M.
plaint of drought, but the recent, ifia% will
Swaim, Judge Advocate General of the. de Lcsseps on being received into the
not impedfcgqvingto any great extenU
.
At WheoJOn, Dl., fire broke ontinu the army. After the sentence of the court- French Academy caused M. Renan to pav
a compliment to the American style of
hardware-'store of J. P. Bauer through a martial which recently tried him was aporatory.
leakage of gasoline, and before it was sub- proved by President Arthur, and after the
The foreign dispatches show much unnew
Chief
Executive
hnd
assumed
the
dued seventeen buildings were destroyed,
inflicting loss estimated at $50,000 . .The duties of his office, Gen. Swaim appealed certainty as to what the outcome of the
Lonis Cook Carriage Company, of Cincin- to the latter for a pardon, on the ground present relationsexisting between England
nati, with liabilitiesof $200,000,has made that he had not been allowed a fair trial. and Russia will be. The' most significant
. .Attorney General Garland has reversed
an assjgpment to ex-Mayor Stephens.'
dispatch is to the effect that Baron de Btoal,
NbAS Medicine Lodge, Kan., a water- his decision that the Commissionerof Agri- tbe Russian Embassador, had another conculture has power topurchase and slaughter ference with Earl Granville,whirh, it is
spout caused the death of several entire
cuttle having contagious diseases.
said, resulted in a further straining of
fomilies.A dispatch from Medicine Lodge
James Q. Chenoweth,of Texas, has the relations between the two nations.
gives the following meager particularsof
been appointed First Auditor of the United
the disaster; “The water rolled down over
the lowlands east of Medicine Lodge five States treasury. . jGen. Henry J. Hunt, re- L.
------------lumsden’s dispatch.
to twelve feet in height. Several families tired, has been appointed Governor of the He convinced the Government that the
are known to have been drowned. Men Sol iers’ Home at Washington, vice Col. Russians were the aggressors in the
who went out to give relief found men, Samue' D. Sturgis, Seventh Cavalry; and Ponjdeh affair, and further explanation
women and children c’mging to trees with Capt Robert Cntlin, retired, has been ap- is insisted upon from the utter....
Capt. W. Tbe Prince and Princessof Wales visited
nothing on but their night-clothes,and pointed Deputy Governor, vice Capt
Fifth Gantry.
Infantry, These changes go Londonderry and were accorded a most en......
^ome without any clothing whatever, but Lyman,
still alive. Their cries cottM be he heard into effect May 15, wtija the officers re- thusiastic reception. The people turned
as early as 4 o’clock in the Yhftrtiing. Three lieved will join their •'respective regiments. out en masse, and the town was literally
attempts were made to rescue persons o
Army officers express themselves as pleased covered with flags. Dispatches from Rome
the opposite side of the river, but each with the action of (he President in placing state that the Pope intends to remonstrate
boat in turn was swamped, and the occu- retiredofficers in charge of tho Home.
with the Irish Bishops now assembled at
pants only saved themselves by swimming
tbe holy see. on account of the condact of
to trees. Six bodies have so far been rethe Irish- clergy toward the Prince and
covered. There were eight movers’ wagPrincess on the occasionof their visit to
ons- camping In the bottoms, hnd one old
Dublin. It mayp take i
The IllinoisHouse declined an
man has recognizedIbe bodies Gf throe of
tionof the Illinois Central Road to
*h0
his family— his wife and two children. "
i lands
New 0rleai“ Exposition,not
*
Among the settlers on the
,

star-routejury, who was charged with at-

the clearing-houses, the transactions for

.

facturersof Pittsburg,for nn alleged breach
of contract Boynton claims that the
The First Comptrollerof the Treasury
defendants refused to deliver a lai^o has advised the Commissioner of Agricult-

visit
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York.

Gen. Grant's Family.
a curious fact that the General aad
his wife, former y Miss Dent, never lost a.
child. Of tbe four that bless their union
all are alive, and have been wftb him.
throughout bis dangerous illness. Tbey
are Col. Fred Deat Grant, aged 34; U. 8.
Grant, Jr., commonly known as "Buck”
Grant, 31; Nellie (Mia. Sartoris),28; and.
Jesse Grant, youngest, who is but 24. All
of the children married, and all have children. Col. Fred Grant married Miss Ida
Honore, of Chicago, in 1874 or 1875.
They have two lovely children, a tittle
girl of 5, Julia, and a little boy, who
bears the name of bis grandfather, U. B.
Grant. Ulysses 8., Jr., married, in 1881,
Miss Chaffee, a daughter of the Senator.
They have two children,one a boy and tbe
other a girl. Jesse B. Grant married Mis*
Chapman, of San Francisco, within three
months of the marriageof his brother, U.
8., Jr., to Miss Chaffee. Jesse has a

charming little daughter about 3 years of
age. Mrs. Sartoris has three children— the
eldest, a boy of 9, is named Algernon after
his father. The other children ».o a little
girl of 5 and tho “babv,’’ a strong, healthy
child, 2 years old. The vigorous blood of
the Grouts asserted iiself in the third generation, for they all have the marked physical attributes of the General’s family.

Three Score aud Three.
Three score and three!
Oh, God, to Thee
onr gratitude
Warm thanks, for truly Thon art good.
Thon'st swept the clouds irom out onr skies,
Thon’st wiped the tears irom'outonr eyes;
Thon'xt s, ared to ns onr Grant, tbe great.
The good, the ornament of state.
IL
Thieo score and three!

We render In

Happy are

we.

The nation t< happy to-day:
The great Ood heard the nation pray
And snsw. red, ami has riven us peace;

And given to his life a lease
Who went -lowh to the g&t s of death
And tasted eternity'sbreath.
in.
Three score and three!

Land

of the free,

the breezel
Thv banner floatshigh on tho
High o'er all tho land and the seas.
Thy captain, thy savior doth live

Who gave thee »U. Now thou dost give
Homage to tbe God who gave him
And hast heard our prayers to save him.
Three score and three!
Behold,wo see
All wonnds healed, and all gulfs bridged o'er;
All united from shore to shore;
For the stone has been rolled away
And the angel of love to-day
Presses her white feet on the sod
Redeemed by man and blessed of God.
—(J. W. Croft, in Chicago Inter Ocean.
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BURIED ALIVE.
Frightful Result of a Snow-Slide in Colorado.
[Denver special.]

A

telegram from Tennessee Pass saysnews readied there at midnight of a snowslide near that place ir which eleven miners
are supposed to have perished. The men
had been working iu the Homestake Mine,
and, nolhing haring been heard of them
for a fortnight, Frank Sanderson started
out to ascertain if any barm bad come to
them. Ou arriving at the fat, where
two cabins had stood, in which the men
lived, Sanderson found every, hing buried
by a deep snow-slide, that evidently came
down in the dead of night. Not a sign of
life was to be seen iu any direciiou.
A special train from Leadville carried a
re ief

party. Arriving at

mine

tho point nearest

was met by a crowd of
excited miners, who informedthem that it
was useless to attempt to reach the minfr
through ihe wilderness of soft snow, even
with snowshoes, at that time of day. The
next day the searchingparty begin work,
and found ten bodies intheiabin.They
had been crushed to death by the snowslide. The victims are Martin Borden and
bro her Sylvester,of Nora Scotia;Horace
W. Matthews aud brother Jesse, of Iowa;
Locx and John Burns, of
the

the party
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Beeves ...........................
15.00 @ 0.25
Hook ............................ 4.00 & 5.00
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4

Four Dsyb of Work for the Week— Com rarlson of Beoords— Want the Bounty
Equalization Bill to Pum— Tightening
the Serewi on Criminals— Michigan Mining School— More Appropriations— Sun•dries.

[From Our Own Correspondent.]

Lansing, April

20.

When the Senate was called to order last
Monday morning it was found that less
than a quorum of Senators were present,
so an ipformal recess was taken until afternoon, when, as a result of the extended re-

cess, the Judiciary Committee loported
•oter forty bills in one

batch. That was by

far the greatest amount of bills reported
by either committee at one time this ses-

sion. As in Congress, so in the Senate,
Senator Hnbbell is a worker, and his com.mittee turns off work rapidly and well
The House did a light forenoon’s work with
littlemore than a quorum, and then both
honses adjourned,and most of the members, with their wives or lady friends, took
a special train over the Michigan Central
for Detroit, where they attended the grand
reception given by Governor and Mrs. Alger at their line new home— said to be one
of the best if not the best in Detroit,where
elegant residences are the rule. The fonr
xlays since, up to Friday evening, hayebeen
busy ones, and a good amount of intelligent legislation has been accomplished.

rales regarding the course of stndj, terms, , Jointly. The Secretary reported eonsidera
hours, control, discipline, etc. The course ble time and care had been devoted to the
of instructionshall embrace geology, miner- 1 peifecting of three bills relative to those
alogy, chemistry, mining, and engineering, Kubjects,which had been introdacedinto
and such other branches of practical and the Honse of Representatives this session.
theoreticalknowledgeos will, in the opinion
DANGEROUS 1LLUMINA1INO OIL.
of the Board, conduce to enabling the
The Secretary reported that daring this
students to obtain a full knowledge of the session of the Legislature there had been
science, art, and practice of mining, and considerable lobbying to get the Legislature
the applicationof machinery thereto.The to lower the standard test for dangerons
tuition shall be free in said institutionto oils, and to do away with the nse of the
nil bona fide residents of the State, but a tester adopted and recommended by this
reasonable charge for incidental expenses Boaul. The claim of the lobbvist,who
may be made, not less than $lu nor more came to this office, was that the change was
than $30 p r year, and the Board shall be waited in the interests of manufacturers of
obliged to famish students with books, ap- small quantities of oil. who, he claimed,
paratus or other material.The b 11 appro- conld not now compete with the Standard
priates $23,0 0, $15,000 of which shall bo Oil Company. Just how lowering the test
raised in 1885, and $10,000 in 1880. There would favor those particular oil manufactisn’t any doubt of the passage of the bill by urers more than it would the Standard Oil
the House, and it is expected that the Company he did not make clear. It has
school will be located at Houghton, the been rumored here that the reason for
homo of Senator Hnbbell, and in the heart changing from the tester now used was to
of the mining territory.
enable a dealer in a patent apparatus to sell

APPROPRIATIONBILLS PASSED.
The Senate last week passed the bill to
increase tire one-twentieth mill-taxfor the
Stale University to one-tenthof a mill.
This increases the amount from $41,000 to
$82,000, and the act limits it from" ever
going beyond $85,000 as the wealth of the
State increases.The Senate also passed
the general appropriation bill for the University.giving it $107,500, of which $90,000 shall be collectedin 1885 and $17,5{>0
in 1886. The Senats also passed on the
14th the bills appropriating $70,200 for the

current expenses of the State Normal
School for 1885 and 1886, apd $120,425 for
COMPABING THEIR WORK.
current expenses, buildings, etc., for the
It is always a source of satisfaction to

body and the work institution for educating the deaf and dnmb
at Flint
done, with its predecessors.The claim of
GENERAL NOTES.
the present Legislature,of more work done
The Senate proposes to push its approto date than was accomplishedby that of
1883, is hardly substantiated by the facts. priation bills ahead of every other class of
"Up to date but 100 House bills and resolu- legislation,which may possibly mean
tions have reached the Governor, and forty - preparation for an early adjournment but
seven Senate measares, a total of 15(3 bills, it isn't possible that final adjournmentcon
be reached earlier than it was in 1883
•etc., which have come into the Executive
June 9.
office for approval. Mr. Osmun, tlie GovThe bill to reduce the test on illuminating
ernor's private secretary, figures out that
oil from 110 to 120 degrees, passed the
•over • fifty House measures ore lurking
-about the Senate and a proportionate num- Senate on the 16th, to the surprise of evcompare one

legislative

—

'

ber of Senate measures are halting in the erybody, by a vote of yeas 19, nays 6.
The joint resolution to so amend the
House. The records kept in the Executive
Constitution
as to abolish the Board of
office show that Gov. Alger and Gov. Begole
have up to date done about the same &- Wayne County Auditors passed the Senate
mount of bill signing, and the same books on the 16th. This is the board whose doshow that very few really importantmeas- ings have been so generally and so severely
ures had reached either Governor at this criticised by the Detroit papers during the
past year or two.
time of the session.
When the bill to increase the salaries of
LARGELY PETITIONEDFOR.
the Supreme Court Judges to $5,000 per
While the Senate is receivingpetitions year come up, an amendmentwas offered
from about 2,000 people of the State each and discussedfor half a dav, to provide
•day, for the passage of the joint resolution
that no law should be declared unconstitusubmitting the proposed prohibition tional except as so declared by at least
Amendment, the House is beginning to be three of the four Judges. At present the
very largely importunedfor the passage of
court is sometimes divided two to two.
the Sellers bHl to equalize bounties, which
Observer.
vn gave in full in our last as reportedby
the committee. More or less petitionshave
been received during the whole session, but
STATE BOARD OF HEALTH.
now that the bill has been reported, the
pressure is increase^.The petitionerssay: Abstract of the Proceedingsof the Last
“We believe that in the amonnt of bounMeeting.
ties heretofore paid by the State great inThe annual meeting of the Michigan
justice has been done to a large and de- State Board of Health was held at its office
serving number of volunteers,whoso claims in Lansing, Mich., April 14, 1885.
upon a just and equitable equalizationhave
The members present were John Avery,
thus far been ignored. Although long
neglected, it is not too late to redress this
wrong. The number of those to bo benefited by the provisions of the bill is diminishing fast, and if the State is ever to rem•ody the injustice complainedof, and enable
the surviving soldier to enjoy the benefits
to be derived,the time for action should be
no longer delayed."

GOING FOR CRIMINALS.
An innocent-looking little bill passed the
House on the 16th inst., and it is hardly
probable that half of those who voted for it
realized its true import, yet the criminals
•of Michigan will have serious occasion to
know that it moans a great deal to them in
the future if it passes the Senate, as it will
be very sure to do. It makes it obligatory
on judges to sentence criminals connoted
of a second offense to the full extent of the
law— fifteen years— and amends the law so
us to read as follows:

Sec. 1. That whenever any person
having been convicted of any of the crimes
of burglary, grand larceny, horse stealing,
robbery, or forgery,shall thereafterbe convicted of any one of such crimes, committed
after snob first conviction,the punishment
shall be imprisonmentin the penitentiaryfor
the full term provided by law for such
•crime at the time of such last conviction
therefor; and whenever any such person
having been so convicted the second time
as above provided, shall be again convicted
of any of said crimes, committed after said
second conviction,the punishment shall be
imprisonment in the penitentiary for a
period not less than fifteen >ears: Provided, that such former conviction or conwictions and judgment or judgments shall
be set forth in apt words in the indictment:
And provided farther,th&t on any trial for
Any of said offemes a duly authenticated
copy of the record of a former conviction
and judgment of any court of record, for
either of said crimes, against the party in•dicted, shnH. be prima facie evidence of
such former conviction,and may be need
in evidence against such party.
8eo. 2. All acts and parts of acts in any
•wise controveningthe provisions of this
act are hereby repealed.

MICHIGAN MINING SCHOOL.
An attempt heretofore made to conduct a
mining school at the State University has
•expended considerableof the State’s

money—

$21,000— since the school was first
established in 1875, and has proven such a
.failure,owing to the fact that there were no

mines there, and consequentlyno opportunity for the students to prosecute their
•studies in
practical way, that it
has been nearly or qnite given up. The
necessity for snch & school has all along
been so apparent to those who have been
obliged to import all their skilled laborers
irom the old world that a bill ^to establish
and regulatea mining school in the upper

a

the

14th, and will go through the Honse
It providesthat the Governor
shall appoint six citizens of the upper peninsula,who shall be known as the "Board
of Control of the Michigan Mining School, "
and hold their offices for two, foui; and six
years, two to be appointed each two years
thereafter, who shall serve without cornpen satioa. The Board shall hold its first
meeting at Houghton, July 15, 1885, and
organize by electinga President Secretary,
And Treasurerfrom their number. They
shall as soon as possible secure a suitable
lease or erect buildings, procure

no doubt.

**

*

land
•

any and all

M.

.

D., President; Arthur Hazlewood,M.
D., C. V. Tyler, M. D., Prof. V. C. Vaughn,
M. D., and Henry B. Baker, M. D., Secre-

tary.

RUSSIA’S CURT REPLY.

The remonstrance of Rev. Thompson, who
De Glers Refuses to Talk Farther About was prajrlug for Grant when Senator Curtiss
left hla seat, wts retd In the Senate on tho 21st
the Peojdeh Incident— Duplicity
Inst. He complained of Cnitlss* lamruapo to
of Turkey.
him in explanation, and asked the Senste to repudiate it. Curtiss said he did not use the Unsuajre attributedto him, and read from the
[Cable dispatch from London .1 *
The Russian reply to the oornmnnication sixth chapter of St. Matthew the advice about
not prayniR as do tho hypocrites, but in the
sent to M. de Giers through Sir Edward seclusionof the oloset The communication

Thornton yesterdav, alter the receipt of
Sir Peter Lumsdeu^s supplementaryreport
on the battle of March 30, has jnst been
received. M. de Giers replies onrtly that
Russia declinesto enter upon- any further
discussion of the Penjdeh incident.
It is reported at St Petersburg that the
general staff are in favor of allowing Gen.
Komaroff to act at his own discretion,not
even M. de Giers to interfere.
A letter from Baku confirms the first account of the battle of Penjdeh, and states
that the Afghan force consisted of 4,000
his tester; but as this change is advocated
men. The writer, who had been with Sir
by the same person who is mboring for a Peter Lnmsden. but who left him before
lowering of tne test, it seems more reason- the battle was fought, states the Russians
able tq believe that the main reason is that throughoutthe winter had been trying to
the proposedapparatus does not detect the excite and irritate the Afghans, and that
explosive vapor at so low a degree of tem- only Sir Peter Lnmsden’sinfluence preperature as does the present tester. From vented bloodshed long ago. Col. Alikhanoff
experimentsit seems that simply by the advanced to Ak-Tapa at about the end of
proposed change in the tester the standard November, before the boundary oommiswould be lowered about ten degrees. A sion bad arrived, and a battle with the Af*
committeewas appointed by the Sanitary Khans was narrowly avoided then. News
Conveationheld at Lansing,March 19 and has also been received that in the battle at
20, to consider this subject. The commit- Penjdeh the Afghan General was throughtee consisted of Frank Weils (ex-President out in the fore front of the fighting and was
of the Michigan Pharmacentical Associa- twice wounded. It is reported that Col.
tion), Chairmim; H. D. Bartholomew,C. E.
Alikhanoff offered a rewara of 100 tomas
(ex- City Engineer); and Professor David
(about $300) for the head of either of the
Howell, SuperintendentLansiug ' City British officers with tho Afghan force.
Schools. April 2, this committeewent beA dispatchfrom Constantinopleputs a
fqre the Senate Committee on State Affairs new'light on the diplomatic mission to Enand gave a verbal account of the results of gland of Hassan Fehmi Pasha, the special
their investigation,which was, in brief, Turkish Envoy, and Hobart Pasha, Marthat the test ought not to be lowered; that shal of the Turkish Empire. In order to
the “Foster Cup" was unreliable, and ought avoid tho censorship of press dispatches at
not to be substitutedfor the Michigan State Constantinoplethis message was sent by
Board of Health tester; that if substituted mail to Athens and transmittedthence by
for the Michigan State Board of Health telegraph to London. It says that the sole
tester it was equivalent to lowering the test
mission of Fehmi Pasha, who has been
by about ten degrees.
here constantly since January last, was to
By a vote of the Board this report con- fool the British Government into a belief
cerning illuminating oils was ordered pub- that Turkey was disposed to be on
lished, together with a resolution to the
friendly terms- with England and to
effect that there is not now sufficientevi- seek and follow her advice in all interdence of the safety of such illuminatingoils national oomplioations. Hobart Pasha,
to warrant the lowering of the test now re- whose former reputation as a gallant Adquired for illuminating oils in this State. miral of the Britishnavy made him an adThis resolutionwas adopted unanimously. mirable tool for this purpose, was sent with
The Secretary read the report to this Fehmi Pasha to strengthen the blind. Hoboard by Surgeon George hi. Sternberg, bart Pasha was intrusted only with the deU. S. army, now at Johns Hopkins Uni- livery of certain presents to the Qneen and
versity, on his experiments on lower ani- Prince of Woles, accomponied by the cusmals in feeding, and in making injections tomary assurances of distinguished considof culture-fluidsof poisonous cheese, with eration, eta, which may mean a great deal
the view of learning the nature and source or nothing. All the fine work of diplomntio
of the poison.
intrigue was to be done and has been done
Dr. Vaughan made a verbal report of his from first to last by Fehmi Pasha.
chemical experimentswith poisonous
chees". He had certainly secured in a
ABDURRAHMAN KHAN.
crystallineform a small quantity of one
poison from poisonouscheese which would
The Ameer of Afghanlatat^
produce in man symptoms common to
cheese poisoning. There might be other
poisons in poisononscheese. He had not
yet fully studied the poison he had obtained. It gave reactionslike those of
aptonyiine.It was probable, he thought,
that butyric acid had something to do with
the sickness caused by cheese. There are

different kinds of butyric acid, and the absence of the odor of rancid butter would
This being the annual meeting the Presi- not prove the absence of butyric acid.
dent’s address was the first order of busiThe subject of sanitary surveys of premness. The President said that he had pre- ises in cities and villages was thoroughly
pared no formal address. He thanked the discussed. It was thought best that the
members for the many courtesiesshown blanks used should be uniform, but that
him during his administration.He had no each city or village should provide its own
change of policy to recommend to the blanks. The committee was directed to
Boara; nc marked change, he thought, is make a sample blank to be recommended
desirable.The work is well understood, for such work, and be sent with a resoluand is in a satisfactorycondition.The tion, which was adopted, as follows:
Board must be governed somewhat by
Resolved, That the Michigan State Board
emergencies, as they arise. He could con- of Health earnestly recommends to the
gratnlate the board on what it had achieved. Boards of Health of the cities and villages
He thought it would be wise to continue in Michigan that they make a sanitarysurholding sanitary couvontionsin different vey of the territory under their jurisdiction, Ameer AbdurrahmanKhan was born in
places in the State. He spoke of the prob- on blanks of which a sample is sent here- 1830. He is the eldest son of Afzul Khan,
able advent of Asiatic cholera,and thought with, and to adopt such measures as the and is thus a grandson of Dost Mahomthat it might tax the board to its utmost. sanitarysurveys may prove to be necessary med, who rnled Afghanistantill his death
The board had done all it could to prepare to place the cities and villagesin a good in 1863, and nephew to the late Shere Ali,
to resist the disease, but should be ready sanitarycondition.
who was deposed and expelled by the Britfor farther action. If the bill before the
Upon ballot for President of the board ish invasion of 1879, and who died soon
Legislature becomes a law, the duties as for the ensuing term of two years, Dr. John afterward in exile. When Shere AH was
well as the powers of the State Board of Avery, of Greenville,was re-elected.
was recognized by the English,AbdurrahHealth to prevent and restrictthat disease
It was decided to demand from health man, who had married a daughter of the
.will be increased.It would be desirableto
Turkish Ameer of Bokhara, took refuge in
officers of all villages weekly reports of
continue to advise police regulations in. sickness under their observation.
those countries north of Afghanistanbecities, adapted to preventing unsanitary
Under the law requiring the approval by yond the Oxns, which had then not yet
conditions and the introduction or spread this board of text books on physiology and been subjected to Russian control He was
of cholera; and the health officers of cities, hygiene, and the effects of alcohol;etc., pursued, however, by the persecuting spite
villages, and townships of the State, espebefore they are need in the schools of the of Shere AH and Yakoub, who had seized
cially as they are just now being changed,
State, the board approved the following- his mother, wife, and sister, and detained
many being entirely new in that office, named books: "ElementaryPhysiology and them many years prisoner at Candahar, and
should be instructed in regard to their Hygiene," “The Human Body and Its who compelled the Ameer of Bokhara to
duties.
Health," “A Text Book for Schools, Hav- deny him an abode in that state. AbdurThe Secretory read a report of the work ing Special Reference,"etc., by William rahman was fain to put himself under the
of the office daring the past quarter. Of Thayer Smith, M. D.
protection of the Russians, then gradually
the 760 pafces of copied letters sent out,
The following-namedbooks were condi- advancing their conquests in Turkestan,
153 pges were modified circularletters to tionally approved for use in the schools, and was received by Gen. Kanfmann, who
local health officers in regard to prompt acwith the qualificationthat they contained procured him, in his poverty, a Russian
tion to restrict contagious disease. In
pension of 25,000 rubles a year, and aftererrors which should be corrected: .
connection with those about ten thousand
“Practical Work in the School-Room— ward permitted him to reside at Samarcand.
copies of the documents on the restriction
Part L, the Human Body," by Sarah F. After innumerable intrigues and internal
and prevention of certain contagions diseases Buckelew and Margaret Lewis.
dissensions the throne was again vacated,
and on the duties of health officers have
"The Essentials of Anatomy, Physiology, and the present Ameer was chosen in 1880.
been sent to health officers for distribution and Hygiene. A Text-Book for Schools and has been very substantiallysupported
to neighbors of familiesin which snch conand Academies,"by Roger S. Tracy, M. D. by the British Government of India, under
tagions diseases have been reported.Since
Dr. Vaughan reported that he had at- Lord Ripon, receiving from it a regular subthe last meeting of the board the outbreak
tended the meeting of the State Dairymen’s sidy of £160,000 a year, with large gifts of
of small-pox at Sonth Boardman has beea
Association at Grand Rapids, as a delegate artiUery, rifles, and ammunition to improve
suppressed. During the past quarter there of the board, and talked to the meeting on his militaryforce.
had been one case of small-pox at East the subject of cheese-poisoning, especially
Saginaw, two cases in Grand Bapids (con- in regard to his discovery of the poison.
FRANZ ABT.
fined to one house), the first of which was
Dr. Vaughan also gave an account of the
The Well-Known MniilenI Composer.
a commercial traveler who thinks he was
work of the Committee on Disinfectants,
exposed on the train between Boston and appointedby the American Public Health
Grand Bapids. About the time he was ex- Association.He is a member of the composed it is known that a man having small- mittee,and as such has done considerable
pox passed through Michigan on the Mich- work, and had attended & meeting of the
igan Central Railroad, from Ontario to Chicommitteein Baltimore. He thought the
cago/ en route, for Manitoba. At Battle report of the committeewhen published in
Creek there have been four cases, with one
full would be a very valuable document in
deq|h from small-pox, the contaginm of practical public-health work. The prewhich is supposed to have come from a limioary report of the oommittoe is just
brake man on tne Chicago and Grand Trunk
published.
Railroad, who stopped with a familv in Battle Creek while he was slightly sick, and
State Items.
who thinks he comractedthe diseaseon the
train near Chicago. Two members of this
—White Cloud is desironsof having a
family in Battle Creek visited friends in
Bellevue,in Eaton County, and small-pox new grist-mill.
broke out in the family in which they
—A vault will be built in Plainwell Cemstopped. Five cases and one death have
occurred there; but thus faf the disease at etery costing $400.
i

Bellevue has been confined to the one fam—Charles Scott, a colored man, at Big
ily. All the members of the family were
killed by failing from the top
vaccinated with virus on points from Rapids,
Fond da Lao, Vis., as soon as it was known of a house.
they had been exposed; but in three cases
the vaccination did not wofk.* In one case
ip which the vaccination worked, the person has shown no symptom! of the disease. mgs along the shore.
board the sub*
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MICHIGAN LEGISLATURE.

Franz Abt, whose death was recently announced by a cable dispatch, was bom in
1819, and was, therefore,66 years old. His
' 'him for the ministry, but,
music, he chose that

*'

was tabled. The following bills passed: For
an appropriation for swamp lands; to improve
looking- Glass River in Clinton County; toestabllsh a Board of State Fish Commissioners;
to better preserve and protect fish. Messrs.
Hueston, Francis, and Austin were appointed a
special committee to select a site for a soldiers*
home. In the House the following hills passed:
Amending section B of the general insurance
sot; amending the act relative to the Board of
Public Works in Grand Rapids; to prevent
debtors from giving preferences to creditors;
consolidating the Wayne County Poor Fuperiutendents and the Detroit Poor Commission in
county bu-Vesa

The Senate passed the followingbills at ito
session of April 22: Authorizing Spaulding.
Saginaw County, to borrow money to build a
bridge;for the relief of George P. Baker. Many
petitionswere received for the submissionof
tho prohibitory amendment; also many remnnsiranoes against the passage of the bill to secure
to a minorityof shareholders representation on
boards of directors in Joint stock companies.
Tne House occupiedits time chieflyin killing
bills, tho followingmeeting this fate: Appropriating lao.oooto celebrate tne fiftieth anniversary of Michigan’sadiPission as a State; making Principals, bnnerintendents,
and Professors
of Schools ineligible to the offloe of County
School Examiner; amending the dog-tax law.
Tho bill passed amending the election laws by
the adoption of the Canadian plan of ballots
and voting.
Resolutions of the Detroit Common Council
asking that an annexationbill indorsedby the
Councilbe passed were received by the Senate,
at the session of April 2a. The following blUa
were passed : Amending act 360 of 1M7, relative
to the protection of fish: amending the Holland
city charter; Incorporating
the city of Wyandotte. The Governor noted his approval of

the

fallowing acts: Providing for a
Joint committee to investigate and report as to the feasibilityof converting
the Dearborn Arsenal property Into a
ucvuvu II, uuncu, rcifttivuW IUU UUUOB 01
township clerks; to establish a free publlo library in Jackson; reluoorpornting
Marine City,
bt. Clair County; prohibiting the use of explosives to catch fish in Green Lake, Alleganand
Barry Counties;revising and consolidating the
highway laws. To the House the Governor
noted his approvalof the bill amending sot 198,
of 1876, relative to catching fish in certain waters; attachingterritory to the L’Anae

School District. The following bills
passed the House: To prevent the introductionor spread of cholera or other infectious diseases; supplementary to sever-1railroad acts; for frescoing the Capitol. — It is believed this session wtll be unuioa’Jylong, or a
special session will be held next winter. By •
recent decision of the Supreme Court the State
is practically without a tax law. and the Joint
Tax Committeeis about preparing one. It can
not report for several weeks, and If the report
is made at thla session it will take till sometime
in July to digest and pass the bill The idee
seems to be to authorize the committee to sit
after adjournmentand tore a special session
called next January.

The Senate passed the

following bills at its

To secure to thi
minority of shareholdersin Joint-stock companies representationon boards of directors;
appropriating1121,700to the Northern Asylum
nt Traverse City; appropriating116,000to ths
Northern Asylum at Traverse City; making an
appropriation of 1127,000 to tho reform
school; maltingan appropriation of t'8,020 for
a school for the blind; making an appropriation of 1^3,200 for the Btate public
schools: to connect the Ionia prison with the
Ionia water works: making an appropriation ol
$.2,uoofor the Kainmazooasylum; making an
session on the 24th of April:

appropriation of

f

150,0

0 for a Btato prison in the

upper peninsula;appropriatingmoney for Inti rraarles at the I’ontiao asylum; authorizing
judges of the Wayne ircult Court to sit as
judges in the Superior and Recorder’s Court interchangeablyin cases of absence or vacancy:
amending section 4719, Howell, relative to the
organization of Young Men’s Christian Associations. Tabled: Bills increasingthe salary ol
state Librarian:incorporatingthe Village ol
Osceola, i n the House the following bills passed : Amending the charterof the city of East
Saginaw;for tho relief of Franoia Marsao;
(

amending the charter of the dty of
Ann Arbor; authorizing Bay County to
build a bridge across Baginaw River; emending
section Gltt:i, Howell, relativeto fraudulent conveyances; authorizing Spalding, Baginaw County, to buy las'! River bridge;amending section
7546, Howell, relative to tho oompetenoy of witnesses; amending section 6921, Howell, relative
to providingwives with maintenance when deserted by their husbands; amendingsection
6709, of 1871, relative to summary processes to
recover land; amendingthe Labor Bureau act;
for the oontiDuatiouof Clrouit Court oases/tmfluished at the close of a term; amending Motions 8977 and 81, Howell, relative to mechanics’ liens Tho bill amending article 6 ofttti
constitution was lost, the vote reconsidered, and
laid on the table.
A bill of Importanceto Upper Peninsula gold
and silver companies passed the Senate April
26. It suspends for live years, commencing Jan.
-1, 1886, the law reqnlrlng such companies to pay
to the State a tax of 4 per cent on the value ol
their output The object Is to assist the new
companies that are beginningto mine gold and
silver. In the Senate the followingbills also
passed : Restricting the powers of the Highway
Commissioners of Ropnblio township, Marquette
County; revising the charter of the city of East
Baalnaw. Tho Governor noted his approval of ths
following sots : Revising and ocnsolldetlng ths
highway laws: reincorporstlngthe village of
Au Sable, OsceolaCountv ; repaling sot 198 ol
1883; ooncurrentresolutionasking Congress to
convert the St. Clair Flats into a national health
and pleasure resort In the House the blu to
authorise Bay County to buy and maintain a
bridge across the Saginaw River, passed on the
24 th, was reconsidered, and the bill referredto
the committee of the whole. The Governor noted
his approvalof the Joint resolution for the relief
of George P. Baker. Tho Auditor Generalcommunicated to the House, in response to its resolution of inquiry, the fact that 11,178,800 had
been paid as bounties to soldiers by the State.

Flghtloir a Tiger with a
J. E.

Hat

Gruber, on big way from

Grange to

La

Titusville, on crossingthe

first bridge on the road was attacked
a large tiger cat. Jnst stepping off

by

the bridge and hearing something
growl he turned around, thinking it
was a dog, as he had heard some one
whistling some distance behind him,
but at the second look he saw what it
was jnst in time to pnll off his hat and
beat it in the face. It came from under the bridge into the road jnst behind him, so that he had to tnrn at it
He fonght it with his hat and whooped
at the top of his voice, when ticiety
Warren answered and ran to his assistance; bnt on the arrival of Warren the
cat had disappeared under the bridge,

bnt soon came out at both of them,
when Warren pulled out two pistols,
handing one to Mr. Gruber. Then
both fired three shots apiece at it before it retreatedinto the thicket of the
branch. ' Mr. Gruber was pretty well
worried out When Warren came up.
He had fonght hard with his hat, walking backward away from the bridge aU

St iT^^onng^thwe^foSthe^10
Gruber got from the bridge
trouble lie had to beep it off.—
ville (Fla.)

Star.

-
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Very RemarkableRecovery,

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
WILLIAM

H.

'

|

ROGERS, Editor.
1885.

2,

could not turn over Jn

bed alone. She

used two Bottles ef Electric Bitters, and

The

following rather severe article on

•dealer in-

SHINGLES!

so much improved, that she is able now
we mannractnrcan fpenaen or nDHigife ni
ur- to do her own work.” ElectricBitters
ell them as cheap a* any dealer, fail and see us
gent request of one of < ur lady readers. wid do all that is claimed for them. Hun- at the PI agger Mills ur call on T. Kcppol
baying elsewhere.
It appears In the Christian Statesmanand
dreds of testimonials attest their great curwas taken by them from the IjOuxU Sun: ative powers. Only fifty cents a bottle at
We also have a large quantity of Pine and Ash
“We refer not to any particular skating H. Walsh’s.
rink, but to the skating rink as an insti!
is

SUMMER WOOD

tution. We believe in

its effects the

The Secret Art

most

Beauty lies not

of

in cos-

VAN PUTTEN

J.
Holland. Mich., April 80,

believe that, taking the Lowell skat- action of the vital organs, to be obtained

1885.

more—
;

city. The theatres are a Sabbath-school

pected

any minute

some

that

class is

MACKINAC.
The

Rheum, Fever

?

her proper training

to

Pa.

Treatise and $2.00 trial bottle free to

Do

night.

every night they say they are?

We

Contains Tail Bartloulan.MaUatTm.

Detroit
C. D.

&

Cleveland Steam Nav. Co.
WHITCOMB. QlN. Pam. aot.,
DETROIT, MICH.

M. SCHRLOARDUS.

fpCM*

it

many

socia

matters of which they disapprove.

What

of detectives,to

know

of

Board

believesthat the skating-rinkserves for

many the

purpose of

a

house

of

assigna-

and is used as such more than any

other public resort in the city? Yet
would any board of aldermen consisting

of

half |^cent citizens license an open

house of assignation?The skating-rink
from

its

very nature, cannot help having

an immoral effect, no matter

how good

m

uim

IJotiffjs.

of

Review.

Holland,

Is

-

H. WYKHUYHKN.
Holla kd. Mich., Oct. 24. 1882.

THE BEST

have opened a shop In Kulte’e old meat market for
the manufactureand repair of all kinds of

SHEET METAL WORK

EAVES

TROMS,

Hair restorativein the world is
Hair Renkwir. It cures all dis _____
the scalp, and stimulatesthe hair glands

!

to healthfulaction. It stops the falling of
the hair; prevents its turning gray ; cures
baldness, and restoresyouthful color and
freshnessof appearance to bends already
white with age. The followingare a few
illustrations of what is done by

CONDOCTORS,

HALL’S

CHIMNEY AND WINDOW

Yegetahla Sicilian

CAPS.

HAIR RENEWER:

Michigan.
rcmrcs,

mm m

mm,

sic,

W

Holland, Mich., Feb.

Keller Sc Allen*

28.

1885.

bottle of Hall’s Hair Kin ew«b .topped
IU falling out, and gavo him a thick, luxuriant
bead of hair, ns brown and frc.ha» bo ever had.

One

Steam Fitting uni

It is the

Kanters’.

Mrs. A. T. Wall, Orunfitld, Chethlre,
Eng., wrltea : "I have found the greateit bon.
ent from tho use of Hall’s Hair Riniwir.it

and Grittl Eooliiigl

4-3m

Ajich.

lug of?, andraU r^Y^’riglnai

FUag

Birr, Jktrolt,Mich., certifies
that “Hall’s Hair Rixbwir U excellentfor

b‘ek““
Will make estimales to fit np houses for hot and
cold water, stationary wash mbs. ba*h tubs, wash
stands and water closets.Drive wells put down
and removed and pumps repaired.

Mrs. B. E. Elliott, GtendlU, W. Toaya : “One bottle of Hall’s Hair Rkmbwbr
eatored my hair to it* natural,youthful color.”

van Landkoend A KERKHOF.

F. EE.

WILIMIS

prices.

SEWING MACHINE

,

Croquet sets, Base

go

Hope Reformed Church— Services at
:30 p. m. Sunday school
12 m. Rev. Thomas Walker Jones,
7

Pastor. Rev. Baatiao Smlts will preach

KANTERS & SONS.

morning and evening services. ConA fine line of Blank Books just re
singing. Opening anthems
ceived. Call and see. Yates & Kane.
by the choir. Weekly praise and prayer
meeting Thursday at 7:80 p. m. All are
Before you paint or calsoralnecall at
Kanters’ Hardware Store and get prices
welcome.

At

gregational

Third Reformed

Church—

'Broek, Pastor. Services at

$

p.

m.

9

Rev.

:80 a. m.,

Sunday School at 8:45

D.

p. m.

Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at

on Paints, Oils. White Lead, Varmshes,
Brushes, etc. They keep a full line of

and that class of

7:80.

good?.

The best assortment of Dry
the city at

Subjects: Morning, “Faith in Christ.”
Evening, “Hitherto hath the Lord helped

A

large stuck of
ceived at

us.”

Rev. E. Bos, Pastor.—
9:30 a. m., and 2 p. m. Sun-

First Church,
Services at

day school at 3:45. Subjects: Morning,

“The

D.

12-tf

R.

is

an uuruly evil full of

deadly poison.” Evtnlng, “The mission
field of Slam.

Goods

Barb Wire

just re-

KANTERS & SONS.

Buy your Patent Medicines and Drugs
Drug Store

Good assortment'of Groceries at
D. BERTSCH’S.

Prayer meeting. Thursday evening at 7:80.
Call on Bruise Bros, when you want a
Morning, “Minims.” Evening, “Paul's
nobby summer suit or • spring overcoat.
life a success, and why.”

_

THAT

GIVES

_

Rev.

Wm.

figures for cash

Being ineffectuallytreated by 17 doctors
for scrofalt,

I was

ctfrsd

by Burdock

Blood Bitters. Write for proof.

.

For Sale.

Stout, Wlarton, Out., states:

will produce a rich, natural
brown or black, as desired.
2d— The color so produced Is permanent,
cannot ho washed off, and will not soil anycolor,

thing with which It comes In contact.
8d— It is a single preparation,and more
onvenleut of applicationthan any other
hair
air or whisker aye.
dye.
4th— It contains no deleteriousIngredients, ns do many preparations offered
for like use.

PREPARED BY
B. P,

HALL A CO,

Nasnua, H, H.

manufactured of finest leaf,
purest sweetning “everybody
is

chews Nimrod.” Send

flocnw Healthy

‘

action to tho Lira
relieveall bil*
ioua trouble*
**mn*rr III
Beenjteg.M» no. iB tact*

—

Cans D/zz/nsss,Loss

for

samples.

W. VENABLE
M-ly
8.

ft CO.
PeWrsbortt Va.

of Appstits, Indigestion, Biliousness,

DyspepFace

sia, Jaundice, Affections of the Liver and Kidneys,Pimples and

NEWHOME

Crabs, Blotches, Boils, Humon, Salt Rheum, Scrofula A Erysipelas.

FOSTER, XZLBTTBK ft

SEWING MACHINE CO

OO., Proprietor*, BuBUo.

Hew YoA.

ORANGE MASS.
30 UNION SQ.N.Y. CHICAGO ILL
8T. LOUIS MO. ATLANTA GA.

*-=irOB SALFRYF^-.

MEYER, BROUWER
dealers

mu,

wim,

CO.,

n

m m,

— end—

ST7HZA.X.

CASKETS.

St..

Holland* Utah.

puipf

1884.

FALL AND

Millinery

WINTER. 1885

and Fancy Goods.

BONNETS, HATS. CAPS.
PLUMES, TIPS, POMPONS, PANOY FEATHERS, VELVETS,
PLUSHES, SATIN, SILK, CRAPE, VEILINGS, RiBBONS,
LACES, COLLARS, CLOAKS, JERSEY JACKETS,
CLOAK AND FUR TRIMMINGS, CLOAK LOOPS.
AND BUTTONS, ZEPHYR GOODS, HAND-

MADE

HOODS, ZEPHYR, SAXONY
YARN, AND FAIRY FLOSS, ETC.

INFANTS CLOAKS A SPECIALTY

,000111pree-

A Foundrv and Finishing shop Cheap
of either >ex. outline, for
terms, inquire of
W. H. DHMMire,
_____________________ ______ .Don’t
H.HaujttAC
Halutt a Co., Portland, Mains.
Holland, March, 5,
5-8m delay. I.

ToTfe

n reasonable

1885.

and cheesy cut. This Tobacco

mmm

r HAS NO EQUAL”]

Sold by all Grocers and Tobacco Dealers. Noted for its
excellent chew, delicious flavor

12-ly

mmmiis

pmoiMmcwN

R*ver

ow

Hol and. April 22. 1885.

THE ONLY SEWING MACHINE

Bangs

have a full stock of
ment, no other remedy can be found so Paints, Oils, Varnishes, paint and whitepleasant,prompt, and effective, as Ayer’s wash brushes, which they are selling at
Cathartic Pills.

•

COMB AND 8BB ME.
PETER U. WILMS.

Utf
ft

in four respects, superiorto ail others.

Ping Tobacco,
Farmers need except money, and that’ you
buyl
can make by buying
of me a* I will sell very reasonable. Fair deallm; and good goods.

BERTSCQ’S.

at the Central

Kbemebs

Is,

in

White's Pulmouaria bos no equal for
coughs and colds. Try it. For sale by
Holland Christian Ref. Church— SerKubmers & Bangs, Druggists.
vices at 9:80 a. m., 2.-00 and 7 p. m.
Rev. H. Douwstrs, of East Saugatuck,
Pants patterns of all stripes and
t
shades
will preach.
at BRCSSE’S.' Examine them.
Htf
MethodistEpiscopal Church— Rev. T. T.
Krkmers ft Bangs carry a full stock of
George, Pnstor. Services at 10:80 a. m.,
and 7:80 p. in. Sunday school at 12 m. Humphrey's Homcepathic Specific.

Fos dyspepsia, or any atomach derange-

WHISKERS

Siat

12-tf

true Gospel.” Afternoon,“An un-

tameable tongue

FOR THE

see.

at

R.

Buckingham’s Dye

Ball goods and

Tackle. Call aod

12-tf

-

UNTIZVIIIOID

Pitkins’ Celebrated Paints in nil colors
put up in from one Pint to live Gallon

Cans

^ nimJed w Uh'aloohoh^ r®8tor®t*ve*

to

YATES & KANE.

10:80 a. m., and

No injurionssubstances enter Into the
composition of Hall’* Hair Rknrwer,
sml it is not a dye. Its vegetable Ingredients render It in the highest degree beneflcial to the scalp as a preventive of disease. Its effects are natural and lasting,
and it does not make the hair dry and

Sold by all Dealers in Medicines.

For fresh herbs and pure drugs
the Central Drug store.

Fishing

ments.”

SIMPLE

1885.

f*U-

Emu,

THE LIGHT RUNNING

Third Reformed Church, on Thursday,
at 7:30 Rev. N. M. Steffens will occupy the pulpit. Sublets: Morning,
"What does Christ expect of His disciples?'’ Afternoon, “The holy sacra-

***

!

Holland, Mich., Apri. 2-1. 1885.
18tf.
keeps photographers,professional or amateur,
stoves at
12-tf
mously adopted by the Consistory of Hope
fully posted on all improvements,and answers all
questions when difficnltlea arise.
Reformed Church at a meeting held April
Circularsand price lists free.
All persons intendingto beautify heir
E. 4 H. T. ANTHONY & CO.,
28, 1885. It was ordered to be read Irom homes should purchase the Harrison
Manufacturerof
Manufacturers
of PhotocraphlcApparatus and
the pulpit and printed in the city papers: Ready Mixed Paints. They are by far Materials.No. MM, Broadway. New York city.
Wilis’ CtlMt! WooJSD Drift Wells !
the best paint In the market. You can
Forty years established In th'.a line of business
Resolved, That in view of the great evils
AND WOODEN PUMPS,
get them of H. Walsh, who also has a
of intemperanceand Sabbath desecration
Porcelain-lined.Iron-lined, Maple Cylinder
ful
ull stock of Paints. Oils, Varniabes,
in our midst, and as the season is again
and all the diflereut klnde of pumps, pipe and
Brushes, and all kinds of Wail finish.
Iron.
opening when the saloon? are taking a
Purchase your Drugs tod Paints where
new license and Sunday excursions usuyou get the best articles at the lowest
ally begin, the Consistory feel it their
12-8t
duty to request tod advise the membership and the attendants of the church to
Business.
discouragethese evils In all practicable
The
Macatawa
Park Association will
ways, as being inconsistent with the inreceive proposals until May 4lh,'fur leasterests and advancement of the cause ot
ing the small boats, now owned by tbem
Christ.
at the Park, together with the dock priviChurch Items with the Services for leges and business connected therewith,
for the season of 1885. The Park AssociTomorrow.
ation reserve the right to reject any and
First Reformed Church, services at
all bids. For further information apply
9:30 a. m., and 2 p. m. Sunday School to H. Wulsb, President, or H. D. Post,
Secretary.
8 :80. Weekly prayer meeting with the
Holland, April 21
12~2t

„

Mr. Kbblino, an old fanner, near War-

!

TRY THEM!

13-8w

its

•Ipcla* In the head, found her hair— already
F™y“*raHlngoff so rapidlythat abe soon became
quite bald. One bottle of Hall’s Haib R*.
nkwir brought It back as soft, brown and
thick os when ahowM a girl.

pnt up. rcmoveO or repaired.

“Holland Newcomers’’ CLOTHES WRINGERS REPAIRED

Can now make Photographs by
most mischievous Veterinary Surgeons,lute of the Ontario
the new Dry Plate Proceau. For
Veterinary College, will professionally
eta. we will send postpaid
form of public amusement everintroducec
I50Roches
treat all diseases of horses and cattle. A
Manual for Ameteurs,
that we can think of, and we believe that calls promptly attended to day or night. which gives full tna: ructions for making the picit will sooner or later, be suppressed as a
Office at D. R. Mceogs’ River street, Holland,
13-4w
dangerous public evil.”
Cbas. F. Chandler, head of the chemical di'partmentoftbeSchool of Mines, Columbia College,
Refrigerators, with coolers, and oil pabllshed twice a month for only $2 per annum,
The followingResolution was uoani

management.

NINTH STREET, OPPOSITE FIRST CHURCQ.

SCHREGARDUS & POSTMA,

hereby given, that the Board
To the trade Id HoHand and vicinitywedeeireto
of Review of the City of Holland, will
eay that we will mannlactnre and deliver *11
meet at the Common Council Rooms, In grades of cieara,and Invite the attention of tho
said city, on Monday, the 18th day of May, public to oar new brand,
1885, and continuein session four successive days, for the purpose of reviewing
'.be annua] assessmentroll, and any person desiring so to do, may then and there
Which we expect will meet with the aucceBa it
examine bis assessment.
merit* in this vicinity.
Dated, Holland, May 1st, 1885.
I
Geo. H. Sipp, City Clerk.
m.'HRKGARDUa& POSTMA,
Notice

my Stock. Watches
and Clocks repaired oa
short notice.

in and see

1885. 12-3m

RIVER STREET,

journalist or police officer of this city but

tion,

22,

from a tin whistle to a smoke stack.

within the province of newspaper men, as
it is

April

A. H. 1'OATMA.

would

simply here remind parents that

Early and See Our Stock.

Holland. Mich.,

fit

know, or simply think, that their cases. Send to Dr. Kline, 931 Arch St.,
12-1 y
maturing children are at the skating-rink Phlla.,

parents

Come

“Picturesque Mackinac/’ Illustrated.
cents per box.

even see other

late at

this city.

Particular attention is called in the fact
employed as clerk In the store and wil
welcome nil his old friend-* and custom- that all my goods are first-class and are
sold at low prices.
ers and the public geoerally.

Call

Kline's Great

keep young people out

stock of

unsurpassedin

18

Wilts for our

FITS: All Fits stopped free by Dr.
Nerve Restorer. No fits
females in such plight? A skating-rink is a
after
llrsl
day’s
use. Marvelous cures. R
bad institution even if it did nothing but

for

Dtlifhtfal

ROOST

DETROIT AND CLEVEUND

good

Is it

Spectacles!

And Brery Week Bey Between

hours evening after evening at skating- Corns, and all skin eruptions, and positiverinks? Does it Improve a young girl’s ly cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
modesty or morals to fall in a heap on a guaranteedto give perfect satisfaction,or

clothes tossed over her head

H.

full line of

is

DETROIT AND MACKINAC

Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,

money refunded. Price 25
For sale by H. Walsh.

ICott

Peleoe Bteunere. Low Bates,
four Tripe per Week Between

The best salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt

her

1

SUMMER TOUR

Snoklen’s Arnica Salve.

the mere likely to be influenced

and

33

keep on baud a

1 also

D

13-8m.

Mr. JOHN A.

Powder.

skating-rink floor, in the gaze of hundreds,

Jewelry and Clocks.

SILVERWARE

lady for using DeLand’s Chemical Baking

by the other? Who can withstandevil
associations?Can the young and hearty
respectable boys and girls who spend

Meyer, Brouwer & Co.

to

My

libertines,

with perhaps her feet in the air

Next

bright law-

would bring such an accusationagainsta

And which

both married and unmarried?

Silverware, Platedware,

PROPRIETOR.

sanity when she ate the apple, but no one

immoral class, prostitutesand

Ladies' and Gents' Lockets,

now open.

is

becoming so very common it may be ex-

is

not also frequented by some of the most

! Solid Gold and Plated Chains.

No. 22 South River Street.

F1.

compared to it. We, at the same time,
yer will spring up and declare that Eve
know enough about the skating-rink to
was loboringunder a fit of emotionalinknow that it is frequented by some of the
most moral and estimable people. But

Our Clothing Store

The Insane Podge in murder cases is

than the worst conducted rumshop in the

it

CLOTHING

& 00.

ing-rink, it is the cause of more and worse by Burdock Blood Bitters.

immorality— yes, ten ten times

!

Try a load.

metics, but only in pure blood and healthy

immoral licensed institutionthat we have.

We

CLOTHING

pablMied at the

the skating rink is

H

Mich., writes: “My wife has ueen almoht
helplessfor five years, so helpless that she

Saiurday, May

]

Utoc afattiiitaroH. CTfflTIftyft

Mr. Geo. V. Willing, of Mnnche«tc*r.

__

LA'S. VAN DEN
EZOXTK STM BET. * HOI.

*

\

;W

'0m

Wmf-

Mayor KanBrdssb Bhos., merchant tailors, are
and Inspector McBride.— Which mn- showing a choice assortment of seasonable
TEST
W. H. Rogers, Editor and Publisher. l‘."n was declared lost by yeas an.l nays as novelties In plaids, checks, sod fine cork-

HOLLAND CITY NEW?.

Consisting of tbn President,
ters

screws.

follows. Yeas: Harrington,Kanters,

Terms

of Snlisoripiloii.
$1.50 per year if paid in adraxre; Si 75 if
paid at three month*, and $2.00 if
paid at tit month.
Bate* of advertising made known on application.
Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
lines, S£ per annum.
Notices of Births,Marriages,and Deaths published wlthoat charge for subscribers.
£P~Ali advertising bills collectableanarterl

Holland,

Notice.

Holland, Mien

Take notice that sealed proposals will
be received for furnishing all material and

,

April 28. 1885.

dealer In

-

Jewelry, Watches,

DIAMONDS,
lilnmn, Plittinn, aad

clerk.with:
‘

[official.]
of

Common Council

-

THI TltTl

^

[official.]

Otto Breyman

Brwwta advertlMd m atoolufeljrpart.

Gosraukxsr ^ajMtacosrxju

Kremers; Nays: Beach, McBride, Steflens,
De Roo.
All kinds of bewiog Machines and atAdjourned.
tachments furnished, and repairing done
C. J. Dr Roo. Secretary.
on Sewing Machines.
D. BERT8CH.

changes.

Board

lllf

YOUR

and the clerk.
‘00 1 «nd specificationsof said building, now
on file ‘u
in luc
the orace
office 01
of lue
the hardware store
Readingof the minutesdispensed
Store
The following bills were presented for payment*
j*an,er8 & Sons in the city of Hoi-

Education.

Mich., April 15, 1883.

1

Hook

Gold and Silver Watches at Rea-

.

I

Fttcr

sonable Prices.

^
#/*
ESS M**-

Regular annual meeting.
Mempers Present: Harrington,Steffens, cords slabs,tff.n; Hamilton Robber Co., ij^rub- * CG ?Di3
28d, 1885. All proThe largest assortmentof
her PAAta anri
a* . « I nORHlft t HA firiHrjaacrwi
it m
Beach, McBride and De Koo.
On motion E. J. Harrington wua apI N O
pointed President Pro tem and C. J. De mining entire second story of engine bouse No
any
Mds.
ever diiplayed in this city.
Roo Secretary Pro tem.
17.60.— Allowed and warrants uiuereu
ordered 1S(
Issued on' Holland,
Holland. Mich.,
Mich.. April
Anri! 22nd,
29nrl 1885.
1ft
Adjourned to Thursday Apr. 23 '85, the city treasurerfor the several amounts.
Charles Milks,
Aid, Kanters. chairman of the committeeon fire
7.30 P. M.
John Tkn Hagen,
I also keep on hand a large assortment of
department, reported verbally,the purchase by the
C. J. De Roo, Secy. Pro tem.
Charles Owens,
Are department, of 19 Channcey fire coats and one
firemen’s ax aud pick at a cost of $61.45. -AcBvilding Committee.
April 28, 1885.
cepted.
DOES ROT C0HTAIR AMM0RU.
Adjourned meeting.
^commended | Brusse Bros, have on hand a full m rauTHitum ui nevik «u diimom.
Members Present: Steffens. McBride,
and a
Beach, Kanters, Harrington,De Roo.
ibe* m>k(i up in
...»
tu.u iiKiifc
nun the
me noor
On motion N. M. Steffens was appoint- ing
there than
right that
floor or
of the Council
Council lhe ,alesl
lltf.
LINE
PENS.
ed President Pro tm and C.- J. De Roo room be covered with some kind of mauinc- al«o
THE
OVER.
Secretary Pro tem.
i5nkhX"'"Sii^or.^
r*!Lre^
tank had been ordered, and notice received
bv 1IoniThe genuine Singer Sewing M.chlne for
PRICE
CO.,
On motion ol E. J. Harrington the
All the Goods are warranted
AKIM OF
Board proceded to ballot for President.
D. BERTSCU’S.
First ballot, Steffens 8, McBride 2, Beach
to be just as represented.
Dr. Price’s Special EatoiiigEilracts.
; Second Ballot, Steffens, 8, McBride 2,
feet in all respects.— Message accepted6 and that I KrkMER8 & BANGS are having an lmMMm «Ml aalanl asfsrInonsMi 1
Beach 1; Third Ballot, Steffens2, Me JJart-.re.!trriDK.,,° th.e C0Yer*nBor council room meD8e
on Diamond Dyes and thev are
I am preparedto do repairitgand en
Bride 2, Harrington 1, Beach 1.
Dr. Prloi’s Lupulln Yntf Qisit
graving promptly and in the best manner
On motion of Mayor Kanters a recess of
iu
For Light, Healthy Bread, The Beit Dry Hop
10 minutes was taken.
Yeast In the World.
The street commissionerreported 62 dead trees
Fourth Ballot, Steffens 3, McBride 1, In the parks and recommendedthat they be reFOR SALK BY OROOKR8.
The Secret of Wealth.
| Come and examine our stock. No
Beach 1. De Roo 1.
• placed with soft maple trees.— Referred to the
CHICAGO.
•
8T. LOUIS. trouble to show Goods.
committeeon parks und public grounds with
the
WIin
tnei
Broken
down
invalids
do
you
wish
to
nr.ri nitiu
. ...
On motion of E. J. Harrington the sal- rR(?t fftin
O. BREYMAN.
* P0wergrantod 10 act ,n gain fl,esll| 8C<luire appetite, to enjoy
ary of the Secretary was fixed at 150 per
Holland,
Mich.,
May
12, 1884.
By
the
!* reg!^ur habit ol body, to obtain relreshannum and $15 additionalfor inking
School census.
GENTLENEN:-According
to instructionsof the flhro •nlt' .!° fet‘1.aD(1know that every
on water
Instructed i
t 8MUe, °* y°ur system is being
naici works,
nurbe, Ii was instructed
On motion of E. J. Harrington the ”old" committee
whistle from James Jenka
Jenkii &
A Co.,
r.n Detrol
Detroit, | brace(^ UP an^ renovaled. If so ComBoard proceded to ballot for Secretary. order*
whlclfl have done, with the privilegeui
of returuin
in pawn auf
a:_« __
” . - rmaming i mence at once a course of OOT.Dfn
First Ballot,De Roo 4, McBride 2, and 0.
Wav th? n: mo formerly given to Scrofula
B{TTEB8- In one week you will
J. De Roo was declared elected. — C. J. ll&ve rewlvedsaid whistle and
with
the
boilers ready for your inspection.Siracd ,<^nVrt,e8ceDt* In a month you will be
Imxuuxo ct a superstitionthat it could be
De Roo then declined and on motion ot
di Smo™? -116 edt0 the conimilteeon Are well D.m’t despair because you have a
i ured by u kiuy’a touch. The world la
E. J. Harrington the declinationwas i:c-

-U

a

f f

.h,

DIAMOND

“
or

4 ttK01

8

H

SPECTACLES

W1®4*

OF GOLD

FULL

nSTJFJHE

.

BAKING POWDER

feSS‘ fKXclerka*

1

,

ftt

a

,'“v

C. J.

De Roo,

Sec’y

Pw tm.

April 27, 1835.

Adjourned meeting.

Members all Present.
On motion N. M. Steffens was appointed President Pro tem and C. J. De Roo
Secretary Pro tem.

On motion of InspectorBeach the reading of minutes and regular order of
business was suspended.

SPECIAL

j
hf

wiser now, and knowi that

Ko-

“r

SCROFULA

H
con-

^

medic,ii

m

„„ EXTRACTS

be

ties. Drugglstabonds, William Van Patton
are recommended irom friend
principal,aud GabrielVan Patton and Cornells
titekeu*eas sureties; Kremers & Bangs as prlnci- und the sale increases daily.
pal and K. Kanters and Cornells Dok as sureties- a cure. For sale by H.
Heber Walsh as principaland Jacob Fliemau and
R. Kanters as sureties. Liquor bonds, Peter
Brown as principaland Edwaitl J. Harrington, Jr.,
and John Hummel as sureties; Auir. Luudblad,as
principal and Hermanns Boone and Jacob Kuite

to friend
warrant
Walsh. 10-4

pita®;

Sli,fU.r^?L;.R0b*1*
AJ,H,Unt M PrlDC,1P“I»»d Anton
Seif and Peter A. Kleis as sureties; Emma J.

Jately

mors, Holla, Carbuncles, Erysipelas,
Purulent Ulcers, Nervous and Physical Collapse, etc. If allowed to~ continue, Rheumatism, Scrofulous Ca-

and naturally as l

st.

Loom

3xr

tarrli, Kidney

and Liver Diseases,
Tubercular Consumption, and vari-

t ?

ous other dangerous or fatal maladies,are
'iroduccd by U.

Chicago and West Michigan Bailway.

™ZSCt

- ---- r ~'„7 '“-off-* sureties. Liquor bond of
Cornelius Blom as principal aud Anton Seif and
John Lezman as sureties was not approved on
account of inrufflcleucy
of suretier.

Kanters—

Sunda,/-

fyer’s Sarsaparilla

JanUaZmaMSi-

_

BIUI'S TONSOMJU

PWORS

pun^gmedU^

llnod
^ Itf*
u:n an nherative that It eradicatesfrom
if.c sysiem Hereditary Scrofula, and
tlte ivittii. ed poisons of contagiousdiseases

yon can get a

1

clared elected.

The President then briefly addressed
the Board thanking them for the election
and expressinghis appreciationof the
Lonors and duties of the office.
The President then announced the following committees:On Teachers — P. H.
McBride and C. J. De Roo; on School

-H
h-st

Isaac Fairbanks petitioned for the use of the

«r„..

n.. A’d.
.... m...
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Ter Vree-

•

a.m.
~
“*• p.m.

-
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I Grand
p.

m

kapim
Rapids.

p.m.

a.

.Holland....
.. .Zeeland....
...Hudsonvilie:
... Grandville ..
..Grand Rapids.
...

follows: Yeas, Ter Vree. Bangs. De Roo
bertseb. Nays, Rose, Bnrgess and Kanters.
By Aid. Kanters—

4

m

p.m.

a.

m. a m.

3 00 10 20
8 25 10 40
3 35 10 48
4 00 11 05
4 05 11 13
4 4U 11 55

^

t5 80
5 57
6 07
6 80
6 40

720

5balt.thearaonnt of license he fixed at- J n
a.m. a. ra.
$25.— Vt bieh said resolution was not adopted by ^
yeas and nays as follows:' Yeas, Rose and Kanlers. Nays. Ter Vree, Burgess, Bangs, De Roo BV/im Rntla
and Bertsch.
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havIng no further u»e for It. Lot located on i•outbwest corner of Eighth and River *f reota.
J. R. KLEYN,
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Absolute Cure

a.m. p.m. p.m.

Books and Furniture:W. H. Beach and
E. J. Harrington; on Claims and AcBy Aid. De Roo—
p.m.
a.m.
counts: C. J. De Roo and H^ Kramers;
p.m a. m.
Rudted, That the Council take a
8 10
1010 •• •g°!,,D<1..... 5 10 10 10
*""v " rece8s tcn
on Buildings and Repairs :R. ixanters and minutes.—
----- Adopted^
Adopted.
827
10 25 ....Fillmore.... 455
9 50
W. H. Beach: Visiting Committees: No.
After recess,same members present.
887
l'i 84 ...Hamilton....
445 9 42
By
Aid.
Rose—
8
49
10
44
I, P. H. McBride and H. Kremers; No. 2,
....Dnuning.,,. 4 85 980
4 15
RetUved, That the amount of lie nse be fixed at
tl 05 ..... Allegan..... 4 15
9 05
C. J. De Roo and R. Kanters; No. 8, E. $30.
P.m,
a.m.
p.m. a.m.
J. Harrington and W. H. Beach.
By Aid. De RonOn motion of Inspector Harringtonthe
bond of the Treasurerwas fixed at $10,000
with four sureties.
On motion of inspector McBride the
•NW"
President with the Chairman of commitThe motion was then adopted by yens and naya day. Xl frS^ron br ft^'HM
tee on Claims and Accounts were appoin
i»unu, uiu^cpb. namen
ted as a committee to pass upon the suf- ‘ndBj.Uch. Nays, Ter Vree and
i a.
ficiency and legality of said Treasurer’s
Bonds.
dollars.—Which said resolution was adopted by
The following afccount waA presented: yeas and nays as follows: Yeas, Rose. Burgess,
E. J. Harrington,Burners, Oil, etc. $0.70. Batrs, Kanters and Berisch. Naya, Ter Vree and
De Roo.
Allowed and order for the amount diConnell adjourned to Tuesday, 7:80 p. m. April
rected to be drawn on the Treasurer.
u, lOoO.
Kiohigan and Ohio Railroad.
On motion of Inspector Harringtonthe
Taking effect Jan. 18, 1885.
regular order of business was now taken
Holland, Mich., April 29. 1885.
up.
The Common Council met puranant to adjourn*
aOIMWlST. lOiBtral Tins 00IK0 I AST.
The minutes of mietings held Aprils, ment and was culled to order by the mayor.
Members present: Mayor Kantera. Aldermen Paes. Mix’d Pass.
Paes.
were read and on motion approved.
Mix.
Rose Ter Vree, Bangs, KauUrs. De Roo and
a. m.
p. ra.
The minutes of meeting held April 15, the clerk.
p. m.
5 45 L Toledo A
Minutes of the last two meetings were read and 10 10
6 lo
were re«d.
11 02
approved.
6 40 . Dundee.
4 15
On motion of InspectorHarrington re11
24
7 04 ..Hrltron.. 9 46 8 52
Aid. Bertseb. Bnrgessand Boyd appeared dursolved that the minutes of said meeting he ing the reading of the minutes and took their 11 29
7 09 .Rldeewnv. 9 42 3 47
11 89
seats.
7 16 •Teromei-h. 9 82 8 87
so corrected that the motion with reference
7 V ...Tipton... 9 17 322
The following bills were presented for pnyment: 11 55
to laying report on the Janitor on table
7 45 ...Ohrted.. 905 808
A. EIenbaas. hauling hose cart, $1; Mrs. P. Baar- 12 08
shall be declared lost, and to the minutes man and assistant, cleaning the entire second 12 30
809 ..Addison. 848 2 45
12 48
8 2> .. Jerome.. 8 W 228
shall be added a resolution to lay said re12 55
8 :« ..Moscow.. 820 2 21
port on the table until the next meeting. committee on claims and accounts to report the
1 Ofl
8 42 ..Hanover.. 809 2 10
Said resolution having been unaminou»ly
By A*d. Rose^VeD
1 17 a. tn. 8 M ..Pulaski. 7 59 1 59
1
33
«
20
9 IS
Remlved. That the Council take a recess of ten
Homer
carried.
787
800
2 05 « 47 9 44 ..Marshall 7 11
!SS 7 88
The committee on School Books and mlnntes.— Adopted.
2
17
6
59
9
57
.Ceresco.
Alter recess, same members present. /
6 59 1 01 7 21
Furniture reported that they had not yet
17 10 15 .BattleCr»k 640 19 42 7 0*
The committeeon ciaima and accounts reported 286
decided with reference to placing the recommending yayment of bills of A. Elenbaas 2 56 7 V
19 22
6 48
804 7 45
19 15 685
Child’s Book of Nature in Room No. 6. sod Mrs. P. Baarman.— Adopted.
By Aid, De Roo—
8 10 7 52
.Richland.
209
429
On motion of Inspector McBride the
That the action of the Council on bond 8 45 8 21
Montlsth..
11 80 65S
8 53 8 3-3
matter was referred to new committee on °f Ccrnelle Blom be recoueldered.— Adopted.
...Fisk....
11 27 5 *7
3 59
^lcu‘
8 89
..Kellogg..
School Bonks and Furniture.
11 21
6 87
4 10 8 50
A Allegsn L
11 10 525
^°Dd ipd fnwUeB of Cor- p.m. p. m.
The committee on Buildings and Re- ndjo^BloaU1*1-11*
elle Blom be approved.- Adopted.
a. m. a.m.
pairs reported that they had let the job of
Cooncil adjotfrnedto Monday. 7:80 p, m. May 4,
1885.
Train
ConnoctioDs.
building Fire Escapes to J. R. Kleyn at
GKO. H. SiPP. CUm (Urk.
At Toledo, with ai reilroad*diverging. At Dnn20 cents per foot for wooden ladders and
dee, with T A. A. A G. T. At Britton, with Wab$5.00 each for Balconies with % inches
a*h, St. Lonia A Pacific.At Tecnmseh, with Lake
gas pipe railings,all to be painted two
Shore A Mich. Sont hern. At Jerome,with L. 8.
AM. 8 At Hanover, with L. 8. A M. 8. At
coats.
Ivislon) and
On motion of InspectorMcBride the re-

d.

l
•

'.o

!

p.m.

....Holland.
1 10| 8 00 9
...West Olive
2 35 9
...Johnsvllle,...
227 9
..Grand Haven. 12 25 205 8
...Ferrysbnrg
12 20 200 8
..Vue
uskegon.... 11 55 1 20 +8

Its fonnuia is generallyknown
medical profession,und the best
constantly prescribe Atkr’s
b.ViliAiURILLA u.s an
.

a.m. p.m. p.m

the Iodides of Potassium and

Iw. and other
oilier ingredients
Ingredientsot
of great noW:y. cv.ivfullv and scientifically com-

Ladles hair cleaned ard dres.cd In the latest

48
83
04
52
35

ALLBQAN BRANCH.

fesi’Mafg. Mira's

Js composed of the genuine _Hhiiditros
Sarsaparilla, wlih fellow
J elf
Dock. Sta-

any time.

p.m p m.

10 10 1 12 10
10 0-1
10
9 45
10
9 84
9
9 15 12 25 +9

MUSKEGON BRANCH,

Holland
v..:**0®Muskegon.
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to Holland.
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Restorative Medicine

Invigorating: Shampoo.

ting ia.

-„-„ to
.r
“

nnd memirr. At the same time It enriches and vitalizes the blood, restoring
beakhfu, nj'tou to the vital organs and
rejuvena-ug .nu entire ayatem. Thiagreat
Thlsfl

A Scientific Haircut, or

pm.

*nim wi. Rapids

m.

10 25 8 05 tS 00
8 15 5 11
8 85 5 31
3 43 5 44
II 15 4 05 6 00
P-nt. p.m. a. ra.

A Good Clean Shaye.

.

p.m.

I

Rtidtxd. That ealoon-keepers.and all other persons except drniglets,other than those who pay a
state tax for the sale of liquors at wholesaleand
retail, whose business in whole or in part consists
in selling, keeping, or offering for sale any malt,
brewed,fermented, vinous, spirituous, or IntoxlIntoxl- 1
eating llqnors, or patent medicines,mixtures,
mixtures,
bittersor compound, which In whole or In part I
consists
--- of
---spirituous
r-- —
or iiifl’Aiv.aiiuic
intoxicating iiuuun1,
llqnors. at
II
who esa oo or
or reta
wholesa
retail «.h*ll
shall npay the sum of one hundred dollarsas an annual license for the year ending on the flrat Monday in June, 1886.-Whlchsaid
resointlon was not hdonted by yeas aud nays as
-----

Cu-

symptom title developments

Eczema, Cutaneous -*
Eruptions, Tu-

PRICf BAKING POWDER CO.,
CHICAGO.

can only be cured by a thorough puridea*
tion of the blood. If this is neglected,
the disease perpetuates Its taint through
generation after generation.Among Us
earlier

MOST PERFECT MADE

We

A communicationfrom the City Clerk
NPt
Exp. Exp. Mail
certilyingthat William H. Beach and
By Aid.
TOWNS.
Mall.
Exp
Henry Kremen had filed their oaths of
/teo/wd, That the sum of $150 72 remaining inlp.m. p.ra a.m.
p m. >.m. a.m.
office as School Inspectors for tull term the dog tax fund, be placed to the credit of the 10t» 1 12 10 40
...Holland ... 800 0 25 tl 55
was read, and on motion of Inspector Har PSllc« «h0° v0f th«Ldl?.0lHoll*ud,
according to 11 20
10 44 Eaat Saugatnck
2 45
4 87
section 6, act No. 283. Public Acts of 1881, and 11 34
10 55 New Richmond 2 87
rington accepted and placed on file.
4 81
that the clerk be and is hereby instructed to notify 12 26 2 05 11 45
..Gd. Junction. 206 82T 3 50
On motion of Inspector Harringtonthe the board of education accordingly.— Adopted.
12 47 4 17 12 06
..... Bangor .....
I 47 9 15 8 32
Board proceeded to an informal ballot for By Aid. De Roo—
2 10 300 1 80 .Benton Harbor.
12 38 8 12 2 30
220
807
President.
1 42 ...St. Joseph...
Afcofoed,That the matter, temporarilyof pro12 28 805 2 2P
3 55 2 50 ..New Buffalo..
II 8l) 7 25 1 15
On motion of Inspector Harrington the viding fuel for the water works, be referred to the S7 50
80 6 ,71 5 45
-...Chicago...
855 4 40 10*80
Board then proceded to formal ballot for committeeon Are department.—Adopted.
a. m p. m.
President. First Ballot, Steffens 4, Me
Bride 2, Beach 1.
On motion of Inspector McBride the
election of N. M. Steffens as President
was then declared unanimous.
On motion of Inspector Beach an informal ballot for Secretary was then taken.
On motion of Inspector McBride the
Board then proceded to formal ballot for
Secretary. First ballot, C. J. De Rood,
E. J. Harrington 1, and De Roo was de-

KING’S EVIL

.

havS^Sed

^1}

and P. H. McBride was declared • 1- c»— P. H. McBride then declin-d mid
on motion of C. J. De Roo the declination
was accepted.
Third Ballot, Beach 8, Kanters 1, Kremers t, Harrington 1.
Adiourne 1 to Monday April 27, 1885,
1,

«d.

_
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lo-wit: City treasurer, CorneMa Ver
oclture,
as (inucipai,
principal,ana
and uacoo
Jacob Van
oimiie, no
van Putteu, Roorittu Dll
{ohau,je«Dykema, epidentic can take hold of a ayatem thus
uacon Kuite and Corne is Dok as sureties; city forearmed. The lit
nmrsbal.
VanpelP as principal
orinXSl and
-nd W I L _
,h« "tomach, the
marshal, Edward Vaupell'
.i i , j e 1liver*
\t ykbulzeuand K. Van liauften ua sureties;
the kidneys,
stables, Charles Odell as principaland John Proof by this great

5, Harrington

M.

,

to

oepted.

7.30 P.

be ^

.
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Second Ballot, McBride
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PLUSH AND OTHER
PARLOR

SUITES.

Vail

PflltCIl

&

SODS,
’

FOR BARGAINS IN DRY GOODS,

FOR BARGAINS IN GINGHAMS.

H/ATTAlsT,

FOR BARGAINS IN COTTONS.

flush;,
and other varletieaof

FOR BARGAINS IN HOSIERY.
FOR BARGAINS

IN HATB.

.

.

.

BvAM.Bnrge.s-

.

FOR BARGAINS IN GROCERIES.

.

and for all goods kept in a

The

best makes of

General Store!

Organs and Sowing Machines

u

!

Etc.. Etc.
Oar motto

where yon can buy the best goods
»

Good Goods & Small Profits.

K/rsir
3DATTtl/ TPD

Mm

:

V’*'—

6, ViU1 Prtta,

4

Sm,.,

1
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DRIFTING.
Br THOMAS B0CHA5AH BBAO.

Ky wul today
Is far away.
Sailing the Vosuvlan bay;
My wingod boat,
A bird afloat
Swims round tho purple peaks pemo to;

L

Round purple peaks

seeks

It sails, and
V
Blue Inlets and their orysial creeks,
Where high rocks throw,
Through deeps below,
A dupl'oatiMl golden g.ow.

Far, vague, and

d;m

The mountains swim:
While, on Vesuvius' misty brim,

With outstretchedhand*.
he gray smoke stands
O'erlooklngthe volcanic lands.
1

Here Ischia smiles
O'er liquid miles:
of »be isles,
Calm Capri waits.

And yonder, bluest

Her sapphiregates
Beguilingto her bright estates.
T

heel not, if

Ilo.t.wmi»rom“l:rr,ocl,ff;With dreamful eyes
Mysplilt lies
Under the walls of Paradise.
Under the walls
Whore swells and falls
The boy’s deep breast at intervals,
At peace I lie.
Blown softly by
A cloud upon this liquid sky.
Thoday, so mild,
Is heaven’sown child.
With earlh and oce m reconciled;—
Tho airs I feel
Around me steal
Are murmuring to tho murmuring keel.
Over tho rail.
My band I trail
Within tho shadow of tho sail;
A Joy intense
The coollmr sense
Glides down my drowsy indolence.
With dreamful eyes

Myspult lies
Where summer sings and never dies,
0 erveile t with vinos,
She glows and shines
Among her future oils aud wines.

-

Her children, hid

Iheeiffsamid,
Are gambolling with the gambollingkid;
Or, down the waits,
With tipsy calls,
Laugh on the rocks like w. terfalls.

Ton deep bark goe?
Where traffic blows,
From lands of sun to lands of snows;—
From

This happierone,
Ii’s course is run
lauds of snow to lands of sun.

One happy ship,
To rise and dip,
With the blue crystal at your Up!
, 0 happy crew,

My heart with you
Sails,and sails, and sings anew!
No more, no more
Tho world y shore
Upbraids me w th Its loud uproar!
With dreamful eyes
My

spirit 1 es
tf Paradise

Under the walls

1

In lofty lines

Mid palms and pines,
And olives aloes elms and vines,
‘ Sorrento sw ngt
On runnet wings.
Where Tasso’s eplrit scan and sings.

•

k

Colorado Pioneer.

It sounded like brass knuckles, that
rap on the door when, in response to a
correspondingly vigorous “come in,” a
stalwart, pleasant-facedman, clad in a
slickensidecanvas suit, entered with
resounding step, suggestive of robust
health and hob-nailed boots, and in
ringing tones inquired
“Are you the mining sharp of this
here paper?”
:

“Yes; take a seat and tell me all
About it,"
“Tell you all about what?”
“Why. your big strike, of course;
how many thousands of dollars it runs,
and you only want a capitalist with a
few hundred dollars and lots of grub
to make it the biggest bonanza iu Colo-

minin' or prospectin','and lend without can’t get a job in a mining eamp, he'd
scads enough to buy grub for a hurra" better give np all thoughts of being a
“I thought burroe foraged and didn’t prospector, for that takes grit, and
require feeding."
means hard work and lots of it. The
“That’s so, but they don’t grow with prospector,more than any other man,
pack-saddles on and cinch ropes and rubs np against the biggest kind of dissaoks bangin’ to ’em. A feller can’t appointments and sees labor and money
mine with his fingers and live on moun- wasted withontany whining, because he
tin’ scenery and trout in streams ten regards his experience worth it, and so
miles or more from whar he’s got to he goes from one failure to another,
look for prospeots if he wants to find till he doea strike it rich. It is a study
any."
to understand ores and the formations
“All good mining ground is not nec- of different parts of the country so as
essarily high up on the mountains, and to know where to look for mineral and
there certainly are good placer dig- tell its indications, and then trace ’em
gings to be found along . the streams to where nature has deposited ’em in
bulk. The prospectorought also to be
and in the gulches of the State."
“Go easy, pard; thar’s some truth, able to test in a general way the rook
but lots of foolishness, in what you say. he finds, to guess pretty close whether
The biggest part of tho gold, silver, it will pay or not, and this he can’t
copper, and lead mixed in this country learn in a day or in one season. This
come off the mountains, not out of nice, the Eastern fellers can't or won’t unsmooth, level places. What soft snaps derstand,and some of them smart city
were lying around loose like have al- clerks are as much ont of place on a
ready been corraled by fellers who, rich mineral mountain as I would be
through years of actual experience, behind a dry-goods counter.”
“You regard prospecting, then, as
learned their value; and now, as a rule,
new ground means new ground, and akin to a profession?”
“That’s the ticket, pard, and if the
that’s on the mountains, and in out-ofboys will be content first to learn somethe-way places,”
“But that don't prevent tenderfeot thing of the business they are to follow,
there won't be such a grand army of
from discovering them?"
“Guess you never saw tonderfeet prospectors, as you call it, runnin’
around doin’ no good and spendin’
prospectin’.”
money; bnt the fewer fellers will make
“Tell me how they do it?”
“Can’t only mention them in a gen- more and better diso>veries."
“Does the prospecting actually pay
eral way, it would take so long; but
commonly, the fellers who are staked the men who follow it np persistentby their friends have a mighty good ly?”
“You bet it does, in the long run ; for
time foolin’around, and if thpy find anything it’s by downright, nigger luck. most of our best mining camps and
I’ve heard ’em say, lots of times, that mines have been found and located by
they wouldn’t climb that mountain for them.”
“Why don’t they get rich and beall tho wealth in it. But, if one is
come
distinguished,then ?”
spunky, or tough enough to do it, he
“Now that’s drawin’ it down mighty
couldn’t tell pay from county rock,
’cos he ain’t had the experience.I fine, pard, bnt I’ll tell you the truth,
showed a feller some of the richest tho’ you might leave that out of the pa‘horn’ I ever saw, and he looked dis- per. Tho fact is, we old prospectors,
after roughin’ it from snow to snow,
gusted like.”
feel pretty frisky when wo get out of the
“Yes, but these men do sometimes
mountains, and if we've made a few
get hold of good claims ”
“They occassionallydo, but their’s hundred by Bellin' a good prospect or
two, that money fairly burns our jeans
tho exceptions, and they oatch on by
when we hit a lively camp* and we
trailing the old prospectors, getting
generally ‘paint ’m red,’ ’cos we know
float like theirs, and takin’ their advice
right whar to pull out to next spring.
about locating.”
If we ain’t got no dust it’s about tbe
“Were you ever ‘staked’ by tendersame, for our credit i* par, you bet,
feot?”
whar our cronies is. Sometimes we
“Yes, in ’80 two ‘cute’ chaps ‘put up’
brace up and go slow to square up, but
for me to go to the Bico excitement,
money’s no use ’cept in towns and
and it would have been a good thing
camps, and the winter gets mighty long
all round if they hadn’t had so much
in snch places.”
money and went along.”
“But do all old prospectorsspend
“Had too much money? What do
their money as fast as they get it?”
yon mean ?"
“No, some has families,and tbac
“Well, yon see, one was a carpenter
and the oilier a grocery clerk, and they keeps ’em down to hard pan, and when
they git a good stake they fixes tho
wanted to do things in what they called
folks and generallyquit the mountains.
‘systematicbusiness style.’ The carThese fellers make better bargains for
penter said a town would be built if
prospects,and hold on and develop ’em
the mines were good, and so he took a
into pay mines, and you would be asfull kit of tools and kegs of nails, bolts,
tonished to know how many fellers
bars of steel, vise, and a full blacksmith
have got good ranches or are in good
outfit, and loading -’em in a wagon,
while the grocery fellow took six paying business all over tho country
months’ grub for all tho workmen be that get their start from the mines.”
“Shall I tell your friend to eome out
thought we’d need for building a good
to learn prospecting?"
part of the town, and for the miners on
“Not much ; if he’s got folks dependour mines. They said it was better to
in’ on him he’d better stay thar. I’d no
boy these necessary things where they
were cheap, so they bought about $1,500 more think of advisin' that man than
worth of this kind of truck besides min- I’d take his advice to como back East to
make a livin’ in a store or workin’ on a
ing tools and a hundred feet of rope. I
farm. Won’t go out to take suthin?
most died laughing in my sleeve, and
Well, good-by, pard. I’d rather prosthought I had foined a freightin’ outpect than be newspaperin.”— Denver
fit."

Tribune-Republican.
how did it pan out?”
“We hauled that cargo over to GunAn Irascible Artist.
nison, ’cos they said we must go that
Alonso
Ca^o is sometimes called tbe
way, and it tickled me most to
ueath to see ’em pay toll on that wagon “Michael Angelo of Spain,” because he
and hire teamsters to double ’em up tho was an architect, sculptor, and painter.
hills. It cost them more money for He was born at Granada in 1601, and
“Well,

toll

Toda"

on that baggage-wagon than I
for my season’s

would have wanted

:

“Now, hold on, pard, you’re dead off
the trail this shift; I only want to show outfit"

yon

a letter."

“Oh,

that’s it; yonr. pard has
and you want to sell an interest to go and join him and stake off the
vrhole country."

-•truck

it,

“No, you’re on the wrong lead again.
I’ve got a letter from a tender foot who

'

died in 1667.

His versatile talents seonred him a
high rank among artists, and his turbulent temper made others unwilling to
interfere with him, as her hesitated at
nothing when angry.
He was determined to be well paid
for his work ; and on one occasionwhen
he had made an image for an auditor
in chancery, in Granada, his price was

“What did you do when vou got to
Rico?”
“We never got to Bico."
“Why not?”
“The main reason was that there
wasn’t no wagon road at that time, and
I told ’em so before we left Denver, bnt
they said one would be built by the disputed. Cano demanded one huntime we got to Gunison, or if not, we dred doubloons. The auditor asked
could cut onr way throngh or else go how much time had been spent in makto Gothic. I kinder got stuck after ing the image; Cano replied:
“Some five and twenty days."
those fellers, they were so liberal; spent
“Ah!" said the auditor, “you demand
their money freely and let me cook the

wants to come ont here and prospet for
mines.”
“Well, why don’t yon let him come
as one of the grand army of prospect•ors who swarm through the gulches and
climb the rugged peaks of our mountain
grub, and so I just pick -nicked with four doubloons a day."
ranges?".
You are wrong,” replied Cano; “for
them all summer, and lost the whole
“You’ve caught on, that’s the float,
I have spent fifty years in learning to
season."
follow it up and you’ll hit the vein
“But what did they do when they carve such an image in these few days.”
-cropping right through the surface. ”
“Very well," answered the auditor
found they could not get through to
“Jenderfeet make the lest kind of
“I have spent my life in fitting mysell
Rico by that route?”
prospectors,don’t they?”
“They acted like sensible fellersthen, for a higher professionthan yours, and
“Pard, now you’re on the pay streak
as the romance was pretty well now am satisfied if I get one doubloon
to a dead moral certainty, and I’ll do
knocked ont of ’em by the trip over a day.”
the assessment work for yon free gratis
At this Cano flew into a passion, exMarshall pass, and the Gunnison
for nothin’ if you'll put it in the paper
claiming:
freightersand merchants bought their
in good shape, so that I can send it
A higher profession,indeed ! The
stuff at less than Denver prices, freight
to my darn fool friend back in tho
king
can make jndges ont of the dust
off, and they conclnded their experStates."
of the earth, bnt God alone can make
ience was worth what it cost, and didn’t
“All right, fire away, and make it
kick about it. They didn't prospect an Alonso Cano!”
Abort.”
And he dashed the image upon the
any
, v‘
“Well, this chap writes that times is
pavement, where it fell with snob force
“Yon would discourage tenderfeet that the auditor ran as fast as ho conld
; dull back thar and they are cuttin’
wages down— he’s a clerk in a dry- from entering upon mining prospect fearing that Cano might throw him
goods store,— and so he says he’ll quit, work, I infer?”
down next-- Clara Erskine Clement,
'Come out here, find a rich mine and go • “Now, there you’re off again, for I in St.
#
would encourage them, because I be&ack thar and sell it.”
The use of arsenic is alarmingly on
“What’s wrong about that? Ain’t lieve minin’ and prospectin’ properly
attended
to
is
the
best
business
a
man
the
increase. Thef researchesof Dr.
lie as liable to find a good mine as anycan follow, but he has got to have right Draper and Profs. Wood and Austen
body?”
show that it is extensivelyemployed in
“Now you’re gottin’ right down to notions about it”
“Will
you
please
give
me
some
of
wall papers, textile fabrics,writing and
bed-rock business. It’s all wrong, both
printing paper, candles, toys, confecin theory and practice. Nobody finds those notions ?”
"That’s just what I came bore for, tionery, playing cards, theater tickets,
a mine. It takes money, and lots of it,
to change tbe best kind of a good pros- and if you’ll just tell this kid and other rubber balloons, and balls, sweat bands
greenie* like him what I say. it’ll do of hats, paper collars, and bed hangpect into a paying mine.”
“Oh, your friend don’t mean a mine ’em good, or leastwise otight to. To ings, and in smonnts sufficientto cause
prospect right a roan has got to regard sicknessand even death. Prof. Austen
— he means a prospect.”
“P'haps ho do s, but it takes money it as a business he’s got to learn, and if recommends a law prohibiting its use
taprospect, aid he’s in took if be hm* he ain't got the scads to spend learning in all materials consumed or employed
money erifeugb to par Ins fare to Den- as a l osh, he wonts to hire ont as a in the household.
hand.a3d ream that way."
ver.”
The chief ingredientsin the compo"Bfit cafi a tenderfoot get a job as a
“He’s got more money than that or
sition of those qualitiesthat gain eshe would not think of coming so far to miner?"
teem and praise, are goodnature, truth,
“Well, mining men ain’t sighin’ to
good senae, and good breeding. — Addv
ri2Veq3Uj hire such a chap, but if he’a got the
“Now, there’s whar you’re fooled. sttifl in him to make a good prospector
Bad exwaplei maybe as profitable ts
XoU Oj telWt. <*)#>«> out kero every
* mgo&oneA-Jfonfaiune.
...»
Blessed season, knowin’ nothin’ about
;

ADULTERATION.

PITH AND POINT.

The Pernicious Effectsof the Adulteration
of Food and Drugs.

One dose of chloral makes the whole1
head spin.
The road ta the poor house is the

The adnltertion of food and
drugs in the large commercial

road to rue-in.
does not seem to have been lessStolen kisses ms a good thing in the
ened in extent throngh the exposures
abstract.— Taros flings.
nade from time to time by the analyses
Would it be just to Bay that all phyexperts. A few days ago an examisicians partially get their living by pill1 atiou in New York led to the seizure
of no less than two tons of confection- age 1—The Judge.
Bulwer was right; there’s no such
ery that had been found injurious to
health. Jn Massachusetts, in accord- word as fail It is mollified into asance with lately enacted laws on the aignmeni.— Middletown Press.
subject, the State Board of Health has
According to the doctrine of the surbeen pursuing its investigations on a vival of the fittest, the lost man will
large scale with respect to adulterations undoubtedly be a tailor.— Li/e.
entering into the consumption of the
“Miss Florence, do yon love beasts?"
people. The annual report of the ana- “Am I to consider that as a proposal,
lytical chemists employed by the Board
air?” was tho lady’s quick reply.
of Health has just been published,and
Young man, if you build up a good
has attracted much, we are told, attenname it will stand like a monument, so
tion. Particular stress was laid in the
you won’t need a largo lomb-stonewhen
law on the analysis of samples of milk,
dead. — Peck'n Sun.
cheese, and bnt:er, and of the $10,000
A countryman,who is camping Hity
appropriated by the Legislaturefor
his
wagon and team in the suburbs of1
this purpose, $3,000 were to he applied
to the prosecution of dealers in these Austin, missed one of his horses. “Why
articles when found to be adulterated. don’t you apply to the police?”suf$
The report states that of 241 samples gested a city friend. “Do you thin^
of milk examined in Eastern Massa- they stole him?” was the innocent re'
chusetts, 186 were adulterated.Of spouse.— Texas Siftings.
’ HE WILL NEVER HURT HIMSELF.
forty-ninesamples of milk tak< n in
cities

.

4 Drink to mo desr." a maiden said,
standAs to hor beau she passed tbe enke
ard. The Board condemns the .crowdAnd urged that be some wine should take.
4 Shall I. he naked with shaking head,
ing of cattle in filthy pens and the
•‘Shall I my ro-olutlo i break?''
feeding of brewers’ grains and stale
Like ruby wlno hor chrek’s grew rod,
slop, and, contrary to the usually reAnd then In manner wondrom wise,
4 O no!” the ('lushing mold replies,
ceived opinion, declares that “inspec‘‘I nr an, os some one els* onco said,
tions by means of the lactometer are
‘Drink to me only with thine eyes.' "
almost worthless,except in cases of the
It is said to be a fixed law among the
fc*ossest fraud.” Of twenty-one sanl*
Apaohe Indians that a man and his
pies of butter four were condemned, and
mother-in-'law must never visit each
others found to be “more or less adul- other or see each other if it can possiterated with oleomargarine.” The bly be avoided. And yet the Apaches
New York Commercial Bulletin, which are called savages, and the government
gives an abstraot of the repotf, states
-is spending thousands of dollars in the
that the analyst found “many samples
effort to “civilize" them 1— Norristown
sold under the name of spices did not
Herald.
contain even a trace of tho spice named.”
HARD ARITHMETIC.
Of the 225 samples examined 135 were
Fes. you may kiss me once.
adulterated, and the percentage of
Junto co not oven twice;
You wicked wretch, you give mo two—
adulterationranged from 60 to 100 per
No. no, it isn't nios.
cent— the latter being those that wore
You havo your orders, sir,
spurious wholly. The sugars examined
Onco— only once, 1 sav ;
How very range. ou cannot count,
were generallypure, bnt the syrups
Now, sir, will you obey?
contained glucose. Of forty -nine botJust understand mo, pleaso,
tles with foreign labels, purporting to
I to d you only one,
A nd if you do me out of four,
be olive oil, thirty-two contained cotThey’ll have to be undone.
ton-seedoil. One-third of the samples —Exchange
of cream of tartar were adulterated
An agricultural paper informs its
with alum, tartaric acid, terra alba, readers that “A hive of bees placed in
chalk, or other injurious matter. Of 680 the orchard will increase the crop of
samples of drngs examined 284 were apples, as the pollen rubbed off the
found to be adulterated within the bodies of the bees fertilizes thousands
meaning of tho act. “Thirteen per of blossoms which might otherwise be
cent, of the samples of powdered opium, barren.” We can assure our farmer
82 per cent, of the samples of lauda- friends, however, that one cross dog
num, 28 per cent of the samples of cin- placed in the orchard will increase the
chona alkaloid- , and 85 per cent, of apple-crop 50 per cent, more than two
citrate of iron and quinine, fell below hives of bees.
cross dog will “go
the minimum standard and strength, right to the spot” quicker than the polwhile of ten samples of what purported len.— Norristown Herald.
to bo creosote six were crude carbolic
A poor, old, tattered,scarred Pun
acid.” What effect these adulterations hobbled into an undertaker’s,and leanand the lowering of the officinalpreing its crutch against a coffin,warmed
scriptions every physician will bo able
its hands at the fire, “What do you

Boston, only two came np

•

bi

Nicholas.

,

von.

_ _

judge.

to

In

i&i
•;u

the United States

so lit-

attention is given, until of lato
years, to the adulteration of food and
drugs that very few States havo enacted special laws to punish these practices
adulterations provided
against by the laws of Maryland arc
those of butter, fertilizers, and illuminating oil. In other countries adulteration is strictly prohibited under penal
obligations. In England the penalties
are severe, including both fine and imprisonment In Prussia the offender
is liable to fine and imprisonment, with
confiscation of goods. Jn Holland and
France the penalties are lines and
terms of imprisonment,extending in
some cases to five years. Oar looser
laws, or the absence of special laws on
the subject, have given free scope to
these fraudulent practices, and owing
to the increasing competion of trade
and the absence of wholesome restric*
tiona the adulterationof many articles
has been carried to an extent that not
nnfreqnently either renders them prejudicial to health, or changes, in a
greater or less degree, their curative
or their nourishingproperties. The
laws of Massachusettsand New York
are now being enforced with salutary
results, and although the analytical
chemists of Massachusetts declare that
the minimum standard of purity set np
by the law of that State is not high
enough, the penalties prescribed,and
the sum set apart annnally for the payment of examiners and tho prosecution
of offenders, are already exercisinga
deterrent effect,and tho example thus
set of a determination to suppress adultertion in food, in drink and in drags is
one that might be followed with equally beneficial consequencesin other
tle

The

States.

—Baffimore Sun.

want?” demanded the

A
in

raffle for a

fawn recently took place

a Montana town. After the

raffle

was over the holder of the winning
ticket asked for his fawn, supposing
the animal to be a pot in some family.
The lady manager of the affair told
him it was ont in the hills with its dam
and all he had to do was to go and
catch it. Then she laughed till her fat
s des shook. Shows how loosely these
affairsare

being conducted in some

places.— Virginia (Neb.) Enterprise.
A Painful Sensation.
“Oh, mother,” said a little girl Sunday morning, while being dressed for

Sabbath school,

“I feel perfectly awful

;

such a horrid old palb, you know."
“Where do yon experience the painful sensation?”inquired the solicitous
mother.
“Right down here,” rhe replied, emphasizing the statement with an eloquent gesture of her little hands,
“right down here in my new pink sash 1”
I’ve

-BrcokJ^Tatye. uT
,

Gqod
U

,

•!

taste rejepts excessive nioeity.

treats little things as
and is not hart by them.

IMe

things

undertaker.

“Sir," replied the poor Pun, humbly, “I

havo

been dead and buried many a

year, but have fallen into the hands of
resurrectionists, and here I am. I have
heard that a new funny paper is to be
started, and called in to

ask

for

some

kind of hermetically-sealedgrave for
my ashes. I have concluded that cremation is my only hope.”— Pittsburgh
Chronicle.
I, foregatheredwith a crowd the
other night who were drinking champagne and having a bully time. They
were not all fnlly acquainted with one
another, but they drank eaoh health
that was proposed with the best of
feeling and the most expressive of
drnnken enthusiasm. At last a gehtleman in the corner rose to his feet and
called ont: “Here's to Billy Simpson."
The last man to rise was seated next to
the snbjeet of the toast. “Here's to
Billy Simpson!” he yelled, and then,
looking round with the blandest interest, he asked : “Who in thunder’sBilly

Simpson?"—

San Francisco Chroni-

cle.

Bob Poison was a great legislator.
He did not understand parliamentary
law quite as well as some people, for
once, when called to the ohair, during a
warm discussionhe took off his coat
and joined in the debate. Shortly
after his arrival Poison was appointed
a member of the Judiciary Committee.
“Bob,” said the Chairman of the committee, ‘Mon’t go away to-night. Wo
want yon to help frame a dog law.”
“Help frome it, why, hang it, man, I
don’t need no help. I am as good a
carpenter as there is in the State and
can make a frame that would tickle a
President What kinder wood do yon
want

Loosely Condncled.

|

s

•

A

;

further.”

to the

?”

—Arkansaw Traveler.

Mrs. Minks— “No, I won’t invite that
stuck-up Mrs. De Rich to my party, the
old thing.” Mrs. Winks-“Butaccording to the rules of /etiqnet yon must.

Mere personaldislike will not excuse
‘you, as yon will see when all the circumstances are considered.” “Dear
me! Is there no way ont of it?”
“None. The invitationmust be sent,
and you must have proof that you did
your part toward sending it Of coarse
it might— mind, I say might— miscarry.” “O, how shall I ever be able to
thank you for the suggestion? I will
address (lie invitation at once-” “Yes;
but then what?” “I will give it to my
husband to mail, and next spring I’ll
find it in his overcoat and explain it to
het.n— Philadelphia Call.
Nf.wb letters, in manuscript, were
sold before newspapers were printed.
The Italian name gazette was first applied to these letters, and afterward to
the printed copie*. Dr. Bkeat says the

wor

.....

m*
Bismarck’s Size and Yoiccw

milliners’ dummies

Suddenly soft bells are heard in all
parts of the house. The eleotrio bells
in the reading-room, in the committee
rooms, the journalists' room are sound*
ed to announce the arrival of the Chancellor, who

has shown that he

will

speak

presently,for with one
pencils, more than a foot long,

would be an inspiring ana appreciative audience compared
with them. I can conceive many reasons why an intelligentmat) should stay
away from the theater. I can conceive
no reason at all why he should come,
except for the noble pleasure of admiration. It is so easy and cheap to
laugh ; it is so easy and cheap to destroy. It took centuries and men of
profound genius to build Westminster
Abbey, but any fool or madman can
with a pound or two of dynamite blow
it to atoms in a few minutes.— English
IllustratedMagazine.

of his
he has
noted down something on the loose
quarto sheets before him, with letters
not less than an inch deep, and this is
a safe sign that he intends speaking.
The President bows to him, and Prince
Bismarck rises to “take the word.” He
is certainly more than six feet high;
Mr. £. B. Hott, a mechanical engineer
over his powerful chest and broad
shoulders rises a strangely rounded, at the New Orleans Exposition, was severely injured by a huge derrick pole falling on
well-shaped head of enormous dimenhis foot. He was conveyed to his resisions, with no hair upon it, so that it
dence, and, after only three applicationsof
looks like a dome of polished ivory. St. Jacobs Oil, all tin swelling and pain
Thick white brows hang over his eyeb disappeared, and he resumed his duties.

MR. RILL’S

BAUCHTER.
Probably no other woman In the World

Poor Katie 1 A great sufferer she was, and
nest patiently did she endure In tuo nope pensary Medical Association,Buffalo, N. Y.
that at last her sufferings would

end. She was just budding into

come to an
womanhood;

of nearly nineteen,who
her attack of Illness, enjoy-

a fine-looking girl
had, previous to

Changbabi.* hosiery •• Is now fashionable, but a fellow can t well keep in style If
be has but one pair of socks.

and wanted to have the poor

?c?Xlrt?O8LC0“P°8iti0nr,!h,e “ l'—
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Bubers'

Dermatology, in
SurgCohs, Haiti:
pleasant drink,
o

l^ape

ms

Frt$ from Opiate*,
ii Emeticsand Foisons.

A PROMPT, SAFE, SURE CURE

F*r

S*r« Tkr»*t, lUaneaMa, lafliemu,
Celia. Bronchitis,Croap, Whooping Coagh,
Asthna,Quinsy, P alas la Cheat, sad othsr
•fftctioBS of lbs Throat sad Laags.
Price BO cents a bottle. Sold by Drenriitsand Dealerv ParUei maNt to indue*thHrdealtr t* prompt!*
get n for them will receive two boUk*,Expr*u
cAargtt
paid, by tendingone dollar to
-- — ---------- LIB coir AIT.
.

an, Karyiaad,

MSS

’M

la

all

you reoom-

done me World* of good.’*

r

HOPS
MALT

U. I.

BITTERS.

A.

Return.

sible for a Safe

Further EiUence of Merit.

How nraoh more responsible Is he who has in
charge the health and life of a human being.

Major R. B. Nicholson, favorably

known in

---

vorabti
ibly known aa one of the best and purest
remedlu
--------------„„
edies
for all Throat and Lung Diseases, we
are particular to use nothingbnt the beat ingredients. NO OPIUM in any form entera Ha composition.It is to yonr interest to stand bv the
old and tiled remedy, ALLEN'S LUNG BAL8AM, and see that a bottle Is always kept on
hand for immediate use,
le, READ THE

FOLLOW-

NEW EVIDENCE:
I

took it and am now
ipw sound sndwell.
Yoon reapec
A.J
J.

tfulK

Dr. Guysott’s Yellow Dock
and Sarsaparilla. I soon experienced relief from my anxiety of
mind, and severe physical distres*

HILEMAN.

Asmu
A. J. COLBOM, Eaq,, Editorof
write* : I can recommend
es being the beet remedy for

_

ever
nif

..

soon ceased troubling me. Eventually the most gratifjdngresults fol-

April I

Gent!

LUNG

for

Wheeling, W. Vtu, writes:

“I had long suffered from a disorder of tho bladder and kidneys,
complicated with weak nerves,
poor digestionand bad blood. Life
was becoming a burden to me. The
use of oat
cathartic mixtures and
diuretic compounds onlv afforded
me slight temporary relief, and I
grew despondent and discouraged,
indeed, 1 thougnt my oase entirely
hopeless, until at the recommendation of my nephew I began the use of

theputi

lowed, aud at the end of a few
months I never felt in better health,
nor have I since had any reason to
doubt the permanency of the eure.”

than any cough remedy, and three
general sauafacuon.Tis freqm
by the medical professionhere.
Yours
H. O. MiOONEY, Druggist.
years, •ells
se
better

truly,

lihVfc^’SL

Jentlemen :-Allow1ne ioaayti
tUes of ALLEN’S LUNG BALH _________
attack
Bronchitis, I am entirely cured. 1 send this tol*
itarily, that those afflicted maybe beneUtodT
Youra respectfully, BURRUX H. DAVIS.

Mrs. CatherineSeville,of

"I suffered many aches and pains, arts •
Ing from a state of weakness incidental
iclde
to onr sex. A feehng of bearing down
about my hips at times seemed almost
unendurable. I was troubled also with

CINCINNATI, OHIO.
FOR SALE

by all

MEDICINE DEALERS.

dyspepsia, while sediments indicated
diseased kidneys. Nothing I tried benefltted me nntil I used OR. GUYSOTT'S

1)ream1almGAIARSH

„

YELLOW DOCK AND SARSAPARILLA.II
has made me very regular in my habits,
and I feel restored
. Jl
to perfect health.
Bores, pimples, aches and pains, formerly my constant companions,now tronble
mo no more. It is truly the van friend
of snffering women.”

Cleanses Uie Head.
Allaya inflammation.
Heals the Sores. Restores

the Senses of

Is UmH.SIIwUwi
ENTsaraux ukbuurumSSE
O. T.rrlUrjr(Hi**. <xuI«mI
~
[VHk

BUGGIES

A POSITIVE CURE.

CREAM BALM

MONTH

tad

has gained an enviablerep-

matlou wherever known,

ticular*

displacing all other preparations.A particleIs

Waro

ran. w,
Co..

E%iiS'"HAY-FEVER

Q4

-

.

BmI w.rk

Taste, Smell, Hearing.

$

Pitts-

burg, Pa., writes:

HARRIS &GO.(Liiteil) Props.

J. N.

ptkl *nr scU.. mcwb lo Mil
our rood.. KortplUI required.StlsnrpsM
monthly.KiptuM. In sdresea. rull parmen wut wa My. Standard Silver

Washington Ht.. Boston, Mass.
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HOMS.

AOENTO^d

TELEBMPHY
I

UNPARALLELED OFFER!

Situations

~
labs rant.

VALENTINE BROS.. Janesville,Wis.

$2,00
TN ORDER

Do.
P I
1

1

A

UPflD
PI

1

1 l>i

il

wHll Unit

J.

Rtkphrns, tebahon,Ohio.

Er®it*d llnd nlred without tho knife.
Bookontrestraont "ent *«••• Address
F,L. POND. M J)„ Aaron, Kane Co., lu.

for only
TO

60

Cents;

INCREASE OUR CIRCULATION

A to 60.000 at ones, we make this great offtr, Johnson's Poultry Book for Pleasure and Profit, price 28©
Kendall’s Book, Horses and bis diseases,price 28a
worth of choloe Garden Seeds, Inclndlng tan
packages of the best varieties, and Onr Rural Homs*

$1,00

OPIUM!OK

FREE. Dr. J. V. Hoff- one year for 80a We desire to have onr paper reach
man, Jefferson, Wlsooimln.
the homes of all Interestedfarmers and make this
Inducementfor our coming volume. Address,

imi

OUR RURAL HOMES,

KIDDER’S PABTIUJEsigl^M
1*0*

R. U.

Sturgis,Mich.

AWARE

THAT
Lorillard’fl
,

Ollmai Plug

bmiinxn red Un tag; that LortUard *
M©ae Leaf ftaecuij that terlllard's

together with a YAI.UADI.ITBIATISI
on thla dlstss©
to any suffarsr. GivaoipreasandP. O.addrraa.
pa. f. A. SUnTom.
roarlSL,Now Tort.
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VIBRATING

TELEPHONE. H
I

Gives tpleodid tatiifsction.No eior.
bium renul fee to pey-Sold outfight
tnA{uarant(td\owork nicely on line*
within in comptM (» mile*),or money

refunded.Coiutructedon new end
kcieutific
principle*)work* entirelyby
vibretio*. Two or three month*’rental las to the Bell Telephonewill buy
Ivxte Use. It ft
____ LL «nd DELI*
ric Telephonesude,
rented to wive
rive Mtufictlon,
Mttmction.*r
er
rnney nfundid. AGENTS c*»
tasks Immense profitsand wet
get I
tilth*
work they can do. No previou* eaperieocSrequirsd.Where Ihavcnoa
notfcat*
Telephone* may b* ordered directfor privateuse. Circulars
H. T. JOHNSON,
iqa 8. Division at.. Buffalo. N. T.
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The Mirror
no flatterer.Would you
make it tell a sweeter tale?
is

Magnolia Balm is the charmer that almost cheats the
looking-glass.

All Sorts of
hurts

and many

man and beast need a

cooling

lotion. Mustang Liniment
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He Who Becomes a Treasurer of
Money for Another Is Respon-
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your Vegetable Compound
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face a dark and frowning expression,
Formation of Salt-Water Ice.
and the look which glistens in his eyes
Marine ice was formerly regarded as afternoon she would begin screaming with
is cold and somewhat cruel— at least in
formed of solidifiedpure water retain- palm She couldn’thelp it. She would scream
Parliament. His mustache is also ing by mechanicaladhesion traces of and moan ti.l about four In the morning.
Then she would fall asleep fbota weariness,
thick and gray, and concealsthe mouth
the saline liquid. These traces could ana sle p for some hours. This went on for
entirely. The whole face in covered
eight months. During the nights
be expelled by energeticpressure, about
neither she nor I could sloop.
with folds and wrinkles. When he bewhen acids and bases would be found '•Katie
nmie was
was a
a great
great reader.
reader, Cne^day
me day in
m a
a
gins to speak the color of - his face
m me residue of de location in invaria- paper she saw nn udvertisementof Athlophochanges from pale to red, and gradualble proportions as in the sea. The r08, 8he “ked me to get it and see if it
ly assumes a light bronze shade, which
gives his powerful skull the appearance
wo
ice of the Arctic Ocean is complicated would try this. And I went and got a bottle,
of polished metal.
m
other ways, but it gains in interest i * £ave her a dose of it toward evening. It
It iis a surprise to hear Bismarck
what it loses in simplicity. When salt- i Wa8 BSn.P,Jr wonderful how It quieted the
speak for the first time. The soft, water w
___
poor child’s pain and put her Into a gentle
almost weak, voice is Out of all proporThen*.
part escapes solidification. The un was In a great poriplratlon. She waked, and
tion with his gigantic frame. It somecongealed residue Is insupportably bit- I gave her another dose, for tho first hod
times becomes so soft that we fear it
ter to the taste, and analysis shows done her so much good. Then she fell asleep
will die out altogether, and when he
again and slept until morning. Her pain was
that nearly all the magnesia is concengone. She had hardly any returns of It The
has spoken for a while it grows hoarse.
did tho work lor her most comThe Chancellor sometimes speaks very trated in it. The solid block, if it is Athlophoros
homogeneous and is not full of boles, pletely.
fast, sometimes very slowly, but never
“Hut tho terrible sciatica bad drawn
and if previouslydrained, may furnish
Katie’s leg up, and made It shorter than It
in a loud tone. He has no pathos
a passable drink.
had been by several Inohes. 8b© was lame
whatever. Some of his most remarkable
The natural ices of the northern for life, altbougbthe rheumatism was all
words, which in print look as if they
seas are frequently moistened with a driven out of her. She had to walk on
had been spoken with full force, as &
crutches. One day she fell down stairs, and
kind of brine, which sometimes embod- was o badly hurt that she bad to be taken to
they must have had the effect of a sudies crystals of special character, easy to the hospital. There she suffered a great
den thunderbolt on the audience,are in
distinguish from the ice around them. deal, and after some weeks s-be died.
reality emitted in an ordinary tone of
“Father Tscheider,of the Paullst Fathers,
According to Otto Petterssen,the relawell-bred conversation.Personal atsaw much of Katie during her illness,and
tive proportionsof chlorine and mag- knows aU about us. Go and ask him, and he
tacks upon his enemies are spoken by
nesia are much stronger in these exu- will tell you all about It.
Bismarck with ironical politeness,and
dations than the water at the expense “Some time ago we gave a letter about
in such an obligingtone as if they conKatie’s case, and it was published. We have
of which the ice is formed. The liquid
bad numerous Inquiries In rolerencc to it,
cealed the kindest sentiments, but if
cannot then have been mechanically ail of which we promptly answer.
his anger cannot»be heard it can be
“I must tell you,’’ continued Mrs. GUI, “of
absorbed. On the other hand, there is
seen; his fwje gradually grows red,
a deficiency of sulphates; and the con- our neighbor, Mrs. Summers, and her elevenand the veins on his neck swell in an
year-old boy. The boy had one of the most
clusion that sea-water ice retains the
terrible attacks of rheumatismI ever knew
alarming manner. When angry he
sulphates more abundantly is confirm- a boy to have. I had a little Athlophoros
usually grasps the collar of his uniform,
ed by analysis. With congelation, a left In the bottle from which Katie had taken.
and seems to catch for breath. His
sorting of matters takes place; most of I gave it to Mrs. Summers, and she gave It to
brows are lowered still more, so that
the child, who was screamingwith pain.
the sulpharic acid passes into the part When Mr.’
Mr. Bummer*
Summers came home?
home, he
be was'
was su£
sur*
his eyes are almost invisible. His voice
that solidifies, while magnesia and ' Pr^cd to find the boy sitting up, freeirom
grows a shade louder, and has a slight
chlorineprevail in the part that re- pain* and cheerfully singing. I wish you
metallic ring in it. The sentences
i: __
_____ , . %
irn and aeo
ann them.
thrm They
Thov live
Hr a not
nnf far
would go
mains liquid.— Popular Science.
from here,‘onWeit 12th itreet. No. 905.”
drop from his lips in rapid succession.
Mr. Gill added In his own behalf:
He throws back his head and gives his
Facts for Tourlats and Emigrants.
“I have had a good deal of rhebmatismmyface a hard, stony expression. But it
Whether tor the tourist, bent on pleasure self, chiefly in my shoulders aud arms. But
is difficult to discern when his anger is
or business,or the emigrant seeking a far I took Athlophoros and I got rid of the
real and when it is artificial. The Western home, Hostctter's Stomach Bitters Is trouble. I did not have to take much, either.
Chancellor has been seen trembling the best protector against the hurtful Influences I found the medicine acted very quickly.”
The Rev. Father Peter Tscheider,assistant
with rage, and more like the elements of climaticchanges or malaria; the most re- pastor of tho Church of tho Holy Family,
let loose than anything else. Once liablemedicinefor general use he can possibly was found at his pastoral residence,No. 417
when he thought the word “Fiel” had carry with him. It nullifiestho effect of sadden West Twelfth Street, Chicago. Father
took pleasure in saying that he
been said by one of the opposition changes of temperature, braces the system Tscheider
knew Mr. and Mrs. Gill, and that he esteemed
party he had one of his attacks, which against the enfeeblingInfluence of excessive them highly; also that he had seen Katie frewould have silenced the house had heat, prevents injnrloosconsequences from, a, quently during her illness, and knew all
every one been speaking at once. Witli change of diet or of using bad food or water, is about her wonderful recovery from sciatica,
and her subsequent Injury and her Illnessat
trembling nostrils, with his teeth firm- a fine resuscitant of physical energy diminished the hospital.
by the fatigue of traveling, and tends to counly set, with eyes that emitted fire, and
If yon cannot get Athlophorosof yonr drugteract the effects of exposurein rough weather.
clinched hands, he jumped from his It
is much and serviceably used bv mariners gist, we will send It expresspaid, on receipt of
place to the side where the word had and others whose ont-door life and ardnous regular price— one dollar per bottle. We prefer
that von buy it from yonr druggist, but if he
sounded. If ample apologies and ex- labor expose them unusually. It Is, moreover, hasn t It, do not be nersnaded to try something
or great service at a preventive and curative of
planations had not been offered, who disorder of the etoraach, Uver, bowels, aud as a else, but order at once from ns, as directed.
AthlophobobCo., in Wall street. New York.
knows how this scene might have end- general tonic.
ed ? But except upon such rare occaA maw*s domestic relations do not bother
Proposed Licenses for Architects.
sions, Bismarck, the orator, is always a
him half so much os the relationsof bis doA
law
requiring
an
architect
to
be
mestic.— The Rambler.
well-bred man. He does not bawl nor
shout any part of his speeches, but licensed by a board of examiners might
Thb early beau catches the drl, but be
while giving them their full share of possibly, if drawn with proper care, be
does not always hold her.— inimfni/ton Star.
pointed sarcasm, he always maintains of benefit to the public, but it would
the form of a political conversation be- be too much to expect of it that it
Important.
would keep out the incapables,the intween gentlemen.— Zuric/t paper.
When you visit or leave New York City,
competents, and the scalaw ags.
save UagirajreExpressaKeand Carriage Hire, and
have a license law for lawyers, but un- "t0P at the 0r*na Union Hotel, opposite Grand
Betf Left Ears.
fnrtnnntelvit Lao
Central Depot; 600 elegant rooms fitted up at a
“Will you be good enough to let me lortunatelyit lias faded to prevent the cost of one mllUon dollars, reduced to $1 and
admission to the bar of men who are a upwards per day. European plan^ Elevator,
walk at your other side?” said a gentleit supplied
8
with tho best. Horse cabs.
disgrace to the profession in every re- Restaurant
Htage, aud elevated railroad to all depots. Famiman to a companion with whom he was
spect. We have also a license law for lies can live better for less money at the Grand
crossing the City Hall Park. “I am
plumbers— a class of men only second Union than at any tlrst-classhotel in the city.
deaf in my left oar, and I have been
in importnnee to the architects themIt 1b easier for a woman to return a klndtrying for five minutes to get on your
selves— but every hduseholderknows neei than a copper-bottomed preserve kettle.
left side, so that I might hear what you
that it is much easier to find an igno- — tttcA.
say; but you seem to have been enrant or a dishonest plumber, or both
deavoring to prevent me.”
The Hotel Col fit x.
combined in one, than it is to find a
“Why, of course I have,” was the
This summer resort near th© “Old Maggood one. If we are to have licensed nesian Chalybeate-and "Cblfax” mineral
reply. “I, too, am deaf in the left ear,
architects, it is to be hoped that the re- springs, at Colfax,Iowa, 24 miles east of Des
and if we change sides I could not hear
Moines and 833 west of Chicago, on tho Hook
sults of the law will be better.—
a word you said.”
Island and Paclflo Ky., will bo opened on
Paul Pioneer-Press.
Both gentlemen looked astonished,
May 0, for tho season of 1885. This splendid
hotel can accommodate 800 guests. All its
and went on their way laughing.
It is claimed that Free Masonry was appointments are first-class. Its tables are
“There is nothing nnnsual in such an originated by King Solomon. The suppliedwith all the substantial and deliexperience,” said a New York aurist.
number of wives he had to support made cacies,and its parlors, reading and sleeping
“The left ear is peculiarlyliable to female society somewhat monotonous rooms with every coovonienoe. Croquet,
billiards, bowling alleys, and other facilities
deafness or partial loss of hearing. An
with him, no doubt, and we presume fore recreation. Thayer’s orchestraengaged
immense number of persons rely the poor man was obliged to invent for tho season.
wholly, or in a great measure, upon the
Tho grounds include the “Old M. C." and
something that would give him a chance
Colfax springs, which ore uncqualed lor
right ear to do flie duty of two, and it
to get outocca sffinallyand have a little their remedial virtues. Thousandscertify to
very soon becomes trained to fully bear
fun with the boys.
their efficacy; they are a powerful alterative
the pressure placed upon it. Persons
and tonic, and an Infalliblecure for rheumawho have been long deprived of the Bartholdi’s Statue of “Liberty Enlight- tism, dyspepsia, Indlgeation, and other ailments.
hearing of the left ear can usually hear
ening the World”
The Hotel Cblfax furnishes the water fresh
sounds at a distance far more distinctly
from the original fountains for drinking and
will
be
a
reminder
of
personal
liberty
for
than those whose hearing is divided
bathing, hot or cold. Its charges are moderages to oome. On Just as sure a foundation
between two ears, owing to the peculiar has Dr. Pierce’s “Golden Medlodl Discovery” ate, $10 per week and upward. Parties dcslrsharpness acquired by the solitary or- been placed, and it will stand through the ing quarters for the summer should secure
them at once.
gan, which is seldom sympathetically cycles of time as a monument to the physical
emancipation of thousands, who by its use
affected.
“Put up” at the Gault House.
have been relieved from consumption, con“The only inconvenience I know of sumptive night-sweats,bronchitis,coughs,
The baainess man or tourist will find firstin the loss of hearing by the left ear is spittingof blood, weak longs, and other class accommodationsat tho low price of 12
when one is walking with a lady, or throat and lung affections.
and $2.60 per day at the Gault House, Chicago, corner Clinton and Madison streets. This
driving a friend in a buggy, or otherA doudtkul state — wondering whether she far-famed hotel is locatedin the center of the
wise so situated that yqn can not easily will accept him or not
city, only one block from the Union Depot.
get your sound ear toward them. But
Elevator;all appointments first-class.
Is^Tuat Miss Jones Is a nice-looking girl,
Ho
for a constant traveler, such as a drumlorr Se Gates, Proprietors.
mer, snob an affliction is invaluable. “Yes, and she’d be the belle of tho town if
Coughs.
No noise in a hotel can keep him awake It wasn t for one thing.”
“What’s lhatf”
Brown’s
Bronchial
Troches are used
at night He has only to press his
“8ho has catarrh so bad It Is unpleasant to with advantage to alleviate Coughs, Sore,
good ear to the pillow, and what can bo near her. She has tried adozen things, and Throat, and Bronchial Affections. Sold only
disturb him?”— ABm York Sun.
nothin* helps her. I am sorry, for I like her, in box**.
but that docsn t make It any less disagreeaFob dyspepsia, indigestion,depressionof
ble for one to b j around her.”
The Dramatic Outlook.
Now if she bad used Dr. Sage’s Catarrh spirits,and general debility la their various
There is no greater curse to the stage Remedy, there would have been nothing of the forms; alao, as a preventiveagainstfever and
ague, and other intermittent fevers, the
to;day than the swarm of heartless, kind said, for It will cure oatarrh every time? “ Ferro-Phosphorated Kllxlr of Calisaya,”
brainless, supercilious theater goers
Whbn the base-ball pitchergoes too often made by Caawcll,Hasard * Co., of New York,
who come not to be amused, to be to the soda fountain he la sure to get busted. and sold by all druggists,is the beet tonic;
and for patienta recovering from fever or
touched, to bo interested, but to show
Horsfonfs Acid Phosphate,
other sickness it has no equal.
their immense superiorityto the poor
ONE Or THE BEST TONICS.
aused, touched,
Dr. A. Atkinson,

j

-

Enfield, N. H., says: ••! will simply say that

Another lady writes from Ottawa as followsr
Simply Wo«derfalt
“I have Just to-day bought tho seventh botTho cures that are being made in nearly aU tle of your Vegetable Compound, have use*
lot her mother tell the story, as she told It
chronic diseases, by Compound Oxygen,
to two of our editorial friends who recently
which is taken by inhalation,nw nimplu two boxes of Pills and several packages of
spent an evening at the house.
vumlcrfuL If you are In need of such a your Sanative Wash, and tblnk It but right
“Katie’sIllnesscame on slowly, with great treatment,write to Drf. Starkey & Palen, to tell you how much good I derived from
your medicines.They are a regular God-sewL
pain In her thigh and hip. For a while she 1100 Girard st., Philadelphia.
All the pains and aches have almost disapkept on going to school, but the pains beUse Frazer Axle Grease,’tie the best in tho peared, my stomach Is much stronger,tooy
came so severe that she bad to stay at home,
and 1 feel myself improved every way.”
world-will wear twice as long as any other.
and most of the time Ho down on a little

terrible operation. It turned out
,to be sciatic rheumatism. Poor child! how
she did suffer! About four o’clock in the

•

r»

“lettehof thanks” as JLydl*
E. Pinkham,of Lynn, Hass. Mrs. B
,of

ed robust health.

undergo

„

many

lounge here in the sitting-room. We tried
the best physicians we could get. The
disease balfied them all. One said It
was ulceration of the thigh bone,

like two icicles. These brows give his

nnnlofl

celvos so

&

m

Tkla spttM

!>— mi

far tfc*

W«

ChrirtUa T«mp«ranoe Union.

,W. ®. ®.

Ittiott.

Prosperityin lUine.
The

political papers are so Tull of

$12,000,00

4||P'

lying

worth of Goods must be sold in order to meet the obligations to creditors.

statements about Maine and other prohib
itbry States that

we present a few facts

from the annual message of Hon. Frederick Robie, Governor of Maine.

“UNHEARD OF BARGAINS”

He

says:

••Comparativelyfew people in Maine
)ast year have unsuccessfully
rmen', and cases of suffering
____ l idleness have been intre

(Ming,

In Dry Goods,

Fnmishin^

Gents'

Goods, and Boots and Shoes.

quent. Ho equal number of population
can boast of a larger number ot comfortable and happy homes. In no State in the
Union is their less suffering from poverty,
and in none are there more facilities for
earning a livelihood.”

And Winter

He shows the reduction of indebtedness

in

and plantations to be
last two years, and the in

POWDER

cities, towns,

$924,038 86 the

creased taxable valuation $2,488,608 dur
ing the same time.

There

in deposits in the 54

saving-banksof near

Is

an

Ladies]are invited to

and

all others in

and examine the stock of

call

Absolutely Pure.

increase

Thil
hi* powder nerer Ttries.A marvel of purity,
ingth and whoieepmenea*. More economical
ly $10,000,000from 105,580 depositors, or atren
than the ordinary
ordinary kinds, and cannot be eold in
one-sixth of the population. Her manu- competitionwith the multUnde of low teat, abort
weight, alnm or phosphatepowder*.Bold only In
factureshave rapidly and steadily in can*. Rotal Bakiio Powdu Co., 106 Wal-sUt.Y.
creased; 6,852 spindles have been added

during the past year,

to her cotton-mills

Suits of Clothes at Greatly Reduced Prices,

%

nearly the same propor-

tion. Her shipping has Increased 882 tons

New

Winter Dress Goods,

Slyle Prints, i Dress Pntterns.

II-A.TS
JLNT)
TUTT’S

numbers will be sold at a great sacrifice.

In large

the last year, and for four years 19,669

tons. There were but

52

convicts re

COIMIE EAR/LIT

celved into her State prisons last year,

and 49 discharged;present number, 168

25 YEA

Of "temperance and prohibition” be says

The Greatest Medical

"The

constant agitation of the subject
of temperance has created a firm adber
ence of the people to the principle of prohibition. I am able to say that during
the last year there have been 818 prosecutions for violating the liquor law and 168
prosecutions for maintainingnuisances—
making a total of 981 cases, against 588

of the

33.

Age!

Holland, Mich., Jan.

SYMPTOMS OF A

fying medicine in existence.

An
Thereon

Editor’i Tribute.

P.

Keator, Editor

TORPID LIVER.

of n p petite, Bowels costive, Pals la
the head, with a dill sensatloa In the
back part, Fala andsr the ehealder*
blade, Pallneee after eating, with a die*
Inclinationto exertion ef body or mind.
Irritability of tea per, Low spirits, with
a feeling or having neglected eomednty,
Weariness,Dizziness, Flattering at the
Heart, Dote before the eyee, Headache
over the right eyey Restlessness, with
Utfa! dreams, Highly colored Urine, and

Genuine Cyclone
Is

going on in the stock of

to such case*,

at

'

WYNHOFF

B.

TffFS
HAIR DYE.a
Gray Hair
Whiskers changed

or
to
Glo.-sy Black bv a single application of
thN Die. It imparts a nuturaf color, acts
maiantaneoualy.Sold by Druggists,or
pent bv express on receipt or f 1.
Office, 44 Murrfey 8t., New York*

5

FIRST

Wayne, Ind., "Gazette,” writes: "For
King’s

New

type. It never

fails to effect a

cure. My friends to

whom

I have

-R.

B.

A complete assortment of

om mss

size $1.00.

always

and

is guaranteed

the finest made.

Dverythiog apertainiug to a first-class drug
store will be kept constantly an band.

GIVE

TJS

A

OAXiXj.

R

THE

REV. GRO. B. THAYER, of Bourbon,
Ind., wy*: “Both nmelf and wife owe our lire*
to BHILOB’S CONSUMPTION
For sale
by YateaAKane.

Holland, Mich., June

13

by Yates A Kane.

WBY WILL YOU

cough when Shiloh’s Cure
will give immediate relief. Price 10 eta. 60 cts.
and il. For sale by Yates A Kane.

SBILOB’S CATARRH REMEDY— a positive
cure for Catarrh, Dlpthcrlaand Canker Month.
For sale by Yates A Kane.

B.

BEST,

_

FOR DY8PEPBIA and

Liver complaint, you
have a printed guaranteeon every bottleofvfibilob's VI talker. U never falls to cure. For sale
by Yates A Kane.
A

O. Joiner,

of Allen P.

O., HUltdale Co., Mich.: "Nothing

my rbeumatiamauch quick
Thomas’ Eclectric OU.

The Three Outlet! of
late

J.

w.

E.

BOS MAN,

have just received a large new stock

8PRIETSMA 4 SON,

Holland, Msrch 19,

1885.

7-ly

Merchant

BOOTS & SHOES
Tailor,
among which

eelved.

Milwaukee. These cutters for ease and com

Ivge

ud

FREE!
BABLE

have a lot of

I also

Sleifi,ls of

Every Descrip,i,ln
COST.

on band which I propose to tell at

Ready-Made

Clothing

,

OTHERS

and

self-cure.

BrSsSfSSa
.Address DR.

JAS.

the cure of

WARD

Mervnm

4 CO.t

I

SHbility.

aaWaaa, 14.

HUNTLEY,

SHOMS.
I will aell at aatoniablngly
low prices
Repairing promptly and neatly which order
to make room for my fall stock.

in

done

Call

CALL AND SEE
A large and very

fine line

of

SUITIITGS

NO.

46,

GIVE ME A CALL.
READY-MADE CLOTHING

be sold at bottom prlcaa.

US.

E.
Holland, Mich., Msrch

HEROLD.

18,

1884.

and examine and give me
’

J.

all

of buildings, fin-

a trial.

FLIEMAN,

ished and completed.

Holland, Mich. Oct. 83, 1884.

ATTENTION

EIGflTH STREET.

Planing and Re-sawing

Farmers and
done on abort notice.

Woodsmen.
Rose Inf/Fins Cut

and Snuffs
Our Urge stock of

Estimates given for
kinds

NECKWEAR, HATS AND CAPS, ETC.

We will buy sli the Stave and Heading
Bolts you can make and deliver the year
lound, viz:
Oak Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.
White Aah Stave Bolts, 80 inchei long.
Elm Sure Bolts, 88 inches long.
Black Ash Stave Bolts, 88 inches long.
...
_
Wljiche# J(

......

.

_

of

Examine our Goode before purohaeing elsewhere.

88 inches It
ihea long.

or further in-

Fixter’a Stave

prepared pilot
la

Durability

wishing anything in my line can do no better than
by calling on me. I have a large stock of readyin

will

TATTO&lANk”’

are auperior,while in

GROVER HAND SEWED made work

12-tf

A* immentesMck

S

Northwestern Sleigh Company,

FARMERS

Navy Clippings

at

R/

are the celebrated

and dealer in

One Price to All.
Pitkina' Paint $1.60 per gallon. $1.45
in two-gallon cans,
Ranters’.

T B

they beat everything.The daah is a. new device
which cannot be broken.

complete and embraces the latest styles of
Ladies’ and Gents’ Shoes, which are sold
have lust been received aud all who deaire a good
•t reasonable prices. We sell
CUSTOM-MADE aalt of Ulothta will do well to
Fatso’s Boots and Fins Ladles Shoes.
L.

applicauts will be required to presenta testimonial of good moral character and so far as such
Is possible this testimonial should be from the
district board by whom last engaged aa teacher.
In addition to thnatadlea prescribed by law, an
examination will be required for all grades on
school luw, for 9nd grade on physiology, bookkeepingand philosophy, and in addition to tbeae,
for 1st grade on algebra and Eigliahliterature.
Only ord grade certificatea will be granted at the
•pecialsessions of this board.
By order of County Board of School Examiners.
ALBERT LAHUI8. Storriorv,
All

HEEOLD, Strength and

disease are the

Boots and Shoes and Slippers for
spring and summer trade. The Htock is

(Regular.)

)for

GENTS' FURNISHING GOODS

i

41

April 24, et Coopersuille.
Each eessionwill open promptly at 9 a. m.

made by the

has just received a large stock ef the latest
• styles of Ladies’ and Gentlemen’s

relief aa Dr.

BOOTS Ain) SHOES.

FLIEMAN 4

OUT

Splendid Bargain.

Notice to Teachers.
The Ottawa Connty Board of School Examiner*
propose to meet at the following named times and
places during the apring of 1886, to examine applicants for teacher*'certificates#

ha* in stock a number of the
'

Wo rid.

in the

Friday, March 18, at Hudsonuille.
27, at Grand Haven.

WYNHOFF.

B.
1888.

SODA
Beot

The popular wagon manufacturer

for

Liberal discoant allowed to postmaatera, agent*
and club*. Sample coplM mailed free. Address
all ordera to
RICHBRD K. FOX.
Franklin Bqnare, N. Y.

their action with the best purifying

We

J.

14,

fyliR/tfljS

Druggists and Dealers Everywhere.

of

tonic, Burdock Blood Bitten.

of

Goods delivered free of charge.

ONE DOLLAR.

gavq

bowels, the skin and the kidneys. Regu-

disease* requiring a certain and efflclenTONIC,
especiallyDyspepsia, Want of Appetite. Indigestion, Lack of BtreiiKtli, etc.. Its use is marked
with immediate and wonderiulresults. Honea,
muscles aud nerves m-ch u new force. Enlivens
the mind and supplies Itralu Power,
A PfclE'a sufferlntr from all complaints
O peculiar to their sex will find in
DR. HARTER’S IRON TONIC a safe and speedy
cure. It gives a Hear and healthy complexion.
T*>e strongest testimony to the value of l)R.
Hjutkr’* Ihon Tonic Is that frequent attempts
at counterfeitinghave only added to the popularity of the original. ifyou eunieatly desire healtli
do not experiment—get the Original and Best.
^Scnd your addressto The Dr. Harter Med.Oo.Yv
iSt. Louis. Mo., for our “DREAM EOOK.”B
\Follof itraogedod useful information,free.
Or. Harter's Iron Tonio is for Salk by au

CUTTERS and SLEIfiHS.

62-tI

free with each bottleof
Shiloh's CatarrhRemedy. Price 10 cents. For
sale by Yatea A Kane.

R

iron laic,

BLOOD* retaliate
the LIVER and KIDNEYS. anilKssTORK nix
HEALTH and VIQOE of YOUTH I In all those

These lamps are a great im
provement on all other lampi
both as to quantity of oil
used and the amount of light
which they give. Call and
see them.

WEEKS.

NASAL INJECTOR

Remarked by

te's

^

Will sell dwelling bonse consisting of seven
rooms in good repair,also outhouseof 14x28 feet,
at a bargain . Reason, too far away from my place
The POLICE GAZETTE will be mailed, te of business. Bouse and lot locatsd ou Ninth 8t.,
curely wrapped, to any address in the United between Pine and River streeta.
J. R. KLEYN.
Bute* for three months on receipt of

A Kane.

CURE

Needle Gas Lamp.

sTT

lasting and fragrant perPrice 85 and 60 centa. For sale by Yatea

SHILOH'S
will immediately relieve
Croup, Whooping cough and Bronchitis.For sale
by Yatea A Kane.

for the celebrated

27, 1884.

HACKMETACK"a
fhme.

have the agency in this city

Holland, June

CURE"

sale

urn ms,

housekeepers prefer DeLand’s

white, neatly put up,

always on band.

I

Store and get a free trial bottle. Large

is

CROCKERY

recom-

Colds, etc.” Call at H. Walsh’s Drug

Soda and Saleratus?Because it

and complete line of

St,

LADlBi

speedy

uniform, free from adulteration, snow

full

_

purify and enrich the

It will

BEST, M. D, Proper,

Mr. Henry Lubeuga a competent premended it speak of it in same high terms. scnptioD clerk, has charge, and will be
Having been cured by it of every cough I Touud at ail hours, ready to compound
have had for tive years, I consider it the prescriptiousin a thoroughly reliable
manner.
only reliable and sure cure for Coughs,

Why do

FACTS RECARDING

a

severe character, as well as those of a milder

WARD

White Goods,

Etc,, in endless variety.
A

Drug Store.

Discovery, for coughs of most

Diess Goods, Table Linens,
Skirts, Hosiery,

ptffliSli!

TRUE

THE ONLY

%

the store of

adapted
one dose effectssuch a
are especially

g' ? of feel ing ns to astonish the sufferer.
They I nerease the Appetite .and cause the
body to Take ou Flenh^him tbs system la
nourished,and by their T' ale Action on
tha digestive OrKam.UeguUr Stools are
r- ' ".I'VI. Price afic. 4t Itfnrrmy
chft!

rA

Dry Goods & Groceries,

CONSTIPATION.

TUTT’S PILLS

of Ft

the past five years have always used Dr.

Harrington.

22, 1885,"

(To be Continued.)

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla as the best blood puri-

«F.

Lom

for the past six years. And this increased number of prosecutionshas had a
good influence upon the amount of other
crimes in the State. Our example has
been potent in the promotion of temperance reform in other States, and the
‘Maine Jaw,’ which in earlier times was
looked upon as premature,or too progressive legislation, is pointed to with pride
by the faithful advocates of temperance
not only at home, but in foreign countfies

Leading medical authoritiesendorse

GET BEST BABGAIItTS

and

Stairs,

Band Railing, Sash

Doors, Blinds, Mouldings,
Brackets, etc.,
furnished.

Office

and Shop on Rioer streot,

Factory. near the earner of Tenth street,

SCHURE, BuptS

.mill ctni
or to G.

Van

Patten

&

made and

Sona’ store. •

JAS.
Holland, May

17,

HUNTLEY.

1888.

